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Recent accident hits home 

Six days until the election 
In afinal push before November 7, Charles Fogarty, Democratic can­
didate for Rhode Island governor visits campus, speaks on WJMF. 
On Wednesday November 1st, 
2006 Rhode Island democratic 
gubernatorial candidate 
Charles J. Fogarty, Jr. visited 
Bryant University's radio s tation 
88.7 WJMF. During an intimate 
reception candidate Fogarty an­
swered questions from students 
and faculty members. The re­
ception was followed by an on 
air interview conducted by 
WJMF's General Manager Adam 
Muccino '07. 
By Ryan Daley 
Opinion Editor 
A Bryant student, an alumnus, and 
the daughter of a Bryant employee 
were involved in a three-car accident 
near the intersection of Douglas Pike 
and Lydia Ann Road in Smithfield at 
10:50 pm on October 11,2006, in heavy 
rain, leaving one person in critical, but 
stable, condition at Rhode Island Hos­
pital, The Providence Journal reported 
on October l3. 
Joshua Lipton,'08, was arraigned 
before Judge Michael Higgins on Oc­
tober 12 on a felony count of driving 
under the influence, serious injury re­
sulting, in connection with the inci­
dent. His bail was set at $25,000 with 
surety, pending an appearance in Su­
perior Court. 
Lipton received minor injuries in 
the crash after rear-ending Doug 
Fowler, '06, as both of their vehicles 
traveled south on Route 7. 
Lipton had two passengers, Kim 
Dragon, '08, and Tim Frame, '08, in 
his vehicle. Each suffered minor in­
juries but refused medical treatment. 
Fowler, who w sal ne in his vehicle, 
suffered minor injuries, and was 
treated and released from Our Lady of 
Fatima Hospital in North Providence 
shortly after the incident. 
Jade Combies, 20, of Woonsocket, 
RI, was traveling north on Route 7 
with her sister, Amber Rocha., 23, also 
of Woonsocket. when ~'s vehicle 
collided with her after hitting Fowler. 
Comb'es, trapped in her car, had to 
be freed by members of the Smithfield 
Fire ~artment. She experienced se­
rious inJwies to her head and 
throughout her body, Rocha was 
trea tea for minot ~uril!s at Our Lady 
of Fatima Hos~m. NoTfh Provi­
dence and was released. soon after the 
incident. 
Combies m tiler, Yvonne Combies, 
Arnica Center for Career Education 
Office Coordinator, is taking family 
medical leave to attend to her daugh­
ter Jade. Her co-workers have adver­
tised on a flyer seeking gifts for "A 
Basket of Love" for the girls, to in­
clude cards, lotion, nail polish, maga­
zines, DVDs, gift cards, etc. Uto help 
make their recuperation process from 
the accident a little easier." 
As part of the university's commit­
ment to improving the wellness of its 
students, Bryant offers a number of 
programs to educate students about 
the dangers of substance abuse and 
drinking and driving, and U encour­
ages students to take a more proactive 
stance" when it comes to alcohol, says 
Jen DiPrete, Heath and Wellness Coor­
dinator. 
The Office of Health Education of­
fers monthly workshops on various 
health and wellness topics. The wurk­
shops always 
cover alcohol, 
binge drinking, 
and drinking 
driving. The of­
fice also has "a 
wide variety of 
literature avail­
able to address 
the areas of 
binge drinking 
and drinking 
. driving" at both 
the Wellness 
Center and 
Health Services. 
Also, the class 
of 2010 was the 
first to partici­
pate in an online 
alcohol educa­

tion program, Al­
cohol Wlse, regarding alcohol 

consumption and health education. 

The program involved a one-hour on­

line course which students were re­

quired to register for during Freslurien 

Orientation. The program allows the 

school to track and analyze data about 

current students' history with and per­

certion of alcohol and binge drinking. 

Department of Pu}:Jlic Safety (DPS) 
D irector George S. Coronado says his 
department is committed to deterring 
driving under the influence. In past 
cases, DPS has taken the keys away 
File pic 
from persons exhibiting signs of im­
pairment. 
"Whenever a DPS officer deter­
mines that a person is incapacitated or 
impaired because of substance abuse 
we will take every st~ to prevent that 
person from drivmg,' says Coronad o. 
'Even thou~ they have thought we 
were violating their riW't to drive, we 
are willing to engage m that discus­
sion rather than taKe the chance that 
someone may be hurt" 
, 
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I Advice from the love doctor 
Domestic violence 

awareness month 

By Carlos Ramos 

Staff Writer 

The month of October is recog­
nized as not only Breast Cancer 
Awareness Month, but also Domes­
tic Violence Awareness Month. 
Domestic Violence Awareness 
Month stems from first Day of 
Unity observed in October of 1981 
which was run by the National ' 
Coalition Against Domestic Vio­
lence (NCADV), where the goal 
was to connect battered women's 
advocates across the nation who 
were working to end violence 
against women and their children. 
From this Day of Unity came a 
week of planned activities with the 
intention of mourning those who 
have died because of domestic vio­
lence, celebrating those who have 
survived, and connecting those 
who work to end violence. 
A statement from the NCADV's 
website, reviewing its goals, it says, 
"The Day of Unity is celebrated the 
first Monday in October. NCADV 
hopes that events in communities 
ana regions across the fifty states 
will culminate in a powerful state­
ment celebrating the strength of 
battered women and their chil­
dren." 
Around campus groups such as 
AIli~nce for Women's Awareness, 
continue to reach beyond just the 
month of October with a middle 
school mentoring program, where 
members from AWA go to a middle 
school in Providence, and talk to 
the kids about problems the kids 
are facinl? in their lives. 
In addItion to mentoring kids for 
the school year, A WA brought in a 
speaker from Sophia Academy to 
talk about relationships and sexual 
violence prevention. 
The most recent Domestic Vio­
lence facts for the state of Rhode Is­
land were compiled in 2004. These 
facts state that In 2004, 7,930 inci­
dents of domestic violence werere­
ported, and out of those incidents 
6,261 involved female victims and 
1,669 involved male victims. 
Even though Rhode Island con­
tinues to increase awareness and 
build new hospitals, RI health care 
professio~als st~ll do not routinely 
screen theIr patients for domestic 
violence, while the health care 
prov.iders coul.d b~ playing a larger 
role m domestic v101ence preven­
tion. 
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By Kelly DrewI Staff Writer 
. Sex ~s an o~dity in American pop cul­
ture. It IS co~sIdered a taboo topic, yet 
most advertisements, TV shows, movies 
music, and books allude to it in some ' 
fashion. With a gigantic pornography in­
dus~ry touting beautiful people and the 
; 	p~rtect acts they perform on eadl other, 
It IS easy to see W11y many "regular" 
adolescents feel inadequate. At this 
week's Sexuality Series, titled "Perfectly 
Natural, Not Naturally Perfect," a large 
group of students and Toby Simon, di­
rector of the Women's Center (third floor 
of the Bryant Center), discussed common 
sexual problems among youn'g adults. 
w.ru~; it was the last series of the year, it 
WIll certainly not [be] the last conversa­
tion about sex on this campus." 
The presentation started off with a 
bang- literally. With the use of a f>lush 
model of a vulva and a Plexigas <:iildo, 
two students and Toby simulated the 
course of events that are involved in sex. 
First, a man's res:p,iration and heart rates 
increase, his pupIls dilate, and he gets an 
erection. The same goes for a woman, ex­
cept her vaginal walls lubricate instead 
of an erection. Toby went on to describe 
how important stimulating the clitoris is 
to achieving an orgasm, as "that's where 
the pleasure comes from. Do not forget 
the cl~toris," Toby urged the group, ad­
dressmg both the men and women, be­
cause "it's im,P,ortant for women to know 
their bodies: If the clitoris is stimulated 
enough~ fluid can actually come out of 
the vagma upon orgasm, much like ejac­
ulation in males. 
Toby described in detail the aspects of 
men and women's genitalia, using the 
props for help. The dildo, it should be 
noted, was circumcised. This is because 
most men in the United States are cir­
cumcised, often for no reason other than 
~adition or the family's Jewish affilia­
tion. Toby told a tale of the construction 
?f a vi1l~ge in Siberia, a very cold place 
m RUSSIa. The healthy young men build­
ing the houses would ride on hot tractors 
all day and then go home to their wives, 
but there was a spike in infertility 
amongst the townspeople. It was discov­
ered th~t the tractors w.ere in fact killing 
sperm m the men's testicles. Thus, it is 
important for men to steer 
clear of intense heat around 
their genitals. 
Fellatio and cautionary tips 
were talked about next. Toby 
stressed the importance of not 
swallowing because of the 
threat of AIDS and other sexu­
ally transmitted infections. 
When it came time for the 
plush vulva and the dildo to 
make contact, the student hold­
ing the vulva scoffed to the girl 
holding the dildo, "Geez, take 
me to dinner first!" Toby then 
supplied scientific terms for the 
feehngs that men and women 
get when they are aroused. 
Myotonia is when a woman 
feels her vaginal muscles tight­
ening. Vasocongestion is when 
blood fills a woman's pubic re­
gion. The people present also 
reamed that trlough an orgasm 
feels much longer, the average 
one lasts around thirteen to 
twenty-five seconds. However, 
u~like men (who, as they grow 
older, have a longer refractory 
period), women can have an­
other orgasm shortly after ex­
pedencing one. Unfortunately, 
women can also"stop on a 
dime" if there's an interruption 
during lovemaking. 
For men, the most prevalent 
sexual problems are erectile 
dysfunction, premature ejacu­
lation, and priapism (when the 
erection won't go away). These 
are troubles for college stu­
dents, not just middle-aged 
men. ED is caused by medical 
problems and accidents that re­
sult in paralysis. As for the pre­
mature ejaculation, "the 
romance part [of college-age 
relationships] needs some 
work," according to Toby. She 
also warned men to not take 
Viagra for recreational pur­
poses, as it can result in injury. 
For women, the evils of sex 
include not being able to have an or­
gasm, low libido, and a condition called 
vaginismus, where the walls of the 
vagi~a tighte~, .making intercourse im­
pOSSIble. VagInISmUS could be consid­
ered psychosomatic, if the woman had 
trauma early on in life or a rather reli­
gious upbringing. A sad fact is that most 
men reach climax during their first sex­
ual experience, but women usually do 
not. A way to cure that is for the woman 
to be on top, as the clitoris is stimulated 
that way. 
Toby then unfurled posters of fre­
quently-asked questions that Bryant men 
ask about women, and vice versa. The 
guestions men had for women were: 
'How come women make such a bie, 
deal about sex?" "Where is the bestplace 
to touch her to get her turned on?" A few 
p~op~e,!n tht; group responded with "the 
chtons but m fact, the best place is 
unique to the woman- so aSK her! A", .l 
rule, women like to be asked. "What is 
the best position for sexual intercourse?" 
~gain, the woman on top usually r Its 
m an orgasm for both parties. "H \ can 
I get her to make more noise when she's 
ha.ving an or§asm?" Women snort d at 
this because '[the noise] is not to r1e se 
their partner; it's because THEY'RE hav­
ing a good time!" Still, men in the di­
ence felt that "it's a pride thin~ " 
especially if the sex is happenm
n 
.' 
: 0, 
g 
dorm room with paper-thin wall< 
"if you're playing a sport and \" 
doing well, you like to hear "our 
~ay 'Good job:!" ~e last questi 
What's up WIth foreplay1" Tht: 
was a ~eneral response that it is ~ 
about Just sex. 
Bryant women asked of their 
, 
I 
counterparts "how come we g 
sluts wnen we like casual sex'?' 
because of a cultural double 
"Why don't guys like to use con 
Men responded that the act is .. 
same" with a condom; that it's 
ing a shower with a raincoat on. 
told the men in the audience th.11 I 
should be using condoms all the Ln ,. 
because "50% of college students \'\ I'. 'et 
chlamydia within the four vears the are 
at college." Anotht:'r in4u . , " Y 
are guys always SO hom. This is a 
rare double standard ag' . m n: 
women are hornr too, but f hey talk 
about it they wil get call d meso "Is 
there something wrong with me if I don't 
enjoy sex?" The answer v\ a a re ound­
ing NO. "What is the best method of 
~irth ~ontrol?" As.a rule, oral contracep­
t~ves hke Ortho Tn-Cyclen are 9Q% effec­
tive, but there are other kinds such as 
condoms, rings, shots, and foam. To be 
safe, people engaging in sexual relations 
should use two forms of birth control/STI 
prevention. 
With answers cleared up and urban 
legends and theories demystified, stu­
dents left the end of this year's Sexuality 
Series informed, clued in, and for some 
with free condoms. ' 
I was able to interview Toby Simon re­
garding the overall success of the Sexual­
ity Series: . 
Arch~ay: ~ow succt;ssful were the pre­
sentations m companson to previous 
years'? 
TS: This year the attendance was much 
better than in previous years so that may 
be a measure of success. The advertising 
was the same but we did put large signs 
up in the Bryant Center. And now I think 
students know about the series so they 
talk it up with each other. 
Archway: Why do you put them on? 
TS: I do these series because students 
need the information. There may be a lot 
of sex happening on campus but there's 
not enough communication involved. 
And theIe's way too much drunken sex 
taking place on this and every other col­
lege campus. 
Archway: Is Bryant "oversexed" in rela­
tion to other college campuses? 
TS: No, as I said, things are the same in 
most of the other college communities 
with which I am familiar. 
Archway: Are there any other statements 
re~arding sexuality that bear repeating? 
(LIke, wear condoms, etc.?) 
TS: Yeah, remember the advice your 
mother always told you: Don't leave 
home without your rubbers:) 
Archway: Is there any other advice you 
can give readers regarding sex? 
TS: Yes, sex is a wonderful thing when 
you'~e re~dy to share. something pretty 
speCIal WIth another mdividual. 
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Writing Center Expansions 

By Jaritza Cortes 
Campus News Editor 
This semester Bryant's 
writing center has changed a 
few things to make its pro­
grams and services more ac­
cessible to students. At a time 
when our school is experienc­
ing an increase of students, 
the expansion of the walk-in 
hours and new staff will be 
better able to handle the 
rushes. 
Chris Bennett, a writing 
consultant, said that recently 
it's been very busy in the writ-­
mg center WIth the 
ECS151/121 papers and the 
business plans. The new pro­
grams w ill allow students 0 
be more inv lve'l with leir 
assign ts a d ~rovide 
them . h help w.len th y 
need it. There are more than 
28 p er tu ors and J _ writing 
consultan ts w ho are em­
ployed by means of acher 
reconunendatio . 
TItis year the Writing C n­
ter is also worki Ig wIth e 
ECS faculty in order t be bet­
ter able to h elp Ee 151/121 
tudents w ith the' r papers. 
The professors teacning these 
classes send their assignments 
to the Writing Center so that 
the w riting consultants and 
peer tutors can understand 
the assignment before advis­
ins the students. This makes 
things simpler for the Writing 
.Center and is better for the 
students who may sometimes 
come in with the incorrect de­
scription of their assignment. 
Emily Welles, a senior writ­
ing consultant, is organizing a 
program that will help the 
BUS101 students in develop­
ing their business plans. This 
program will help alleviate 
the problem of students cram­
ming to complete their busi­
ness plan the week it is due as 
well as clarify the proper ele­
ments that are required for 
most classes. 
Brian Ferreira, a senior 
writing consultant, is doing 
the Chinese Conversation 
Group program which aims 
to educate people about the 
Chinese language and culture 
and is open to anyone who is 
interested in participating. We 
know tha t the Chinese lan­
guage is challenging to learn 
and this program may help a 
number f students s tudymg 
Mandarin and students plan­
ning to study abroad in 
China. 
'The Writing C nter ,t ff 
got to partici ale in two con ·· 
terences at the end of ti,e ye r 
and lao t year. The n e they at­
ten de at Provid ence College 
included works ops that h ave 
help d them with theIr new 
changes. e conference in­
cluded workshops in adver­
tising and newsfetter 
development, among m any 
others. 
Along wi!h the workshops 
previosly mentioned, others 
offered by the Writing Center 
include "how to write a re­
search paper" and "how to 
use APA and MLA format" . 
More information about the 
Writing Center can be found 
in its newsletter, The Think 
Tank. 
Fresh faces in 
•career servIces 
Kelly Kochis is the new Assis­
tant DIrector of Career Services. 
Kochis has her Master's in Human 
Development from the University of 
Rhode Island. She was at the College 
of the Holy Cross for four years as 
the Assistant Director of the Career 
Services Department afl.d also was 
the Career Technology Coordinator 
at Providence College. She \ orked 
at Meditech, a medical software cor­
Photo courtesy of Jaritza Cortes poration, for three years. 
Kochis' new position allows her to 
work closely \-vith Liberal Arts and Communication students 
and gives her a lot of responsib ility in aintaining the Career 
Servlce web site, Bry nt edu/c re recl. Koch is also helps organ­
ize vents such as th e Shadow PI gram and the Alumni Ne ­
w rking Pr gram . 
Bob Soules is th new Manager 
of Corporate Recrul . 19 in CareE.'r 
, rvices. Soules has a Bachelor's de­
W-I:: in Ind ustrial n d Labor ReJ ­
tions from Cornell Uruversity and a 
Mas rs in Education from ')pring­
field Colleg . 
Soules work d in the :Human Rt:­
sources field for 23 vears and h a t 
Ph t C he enjoyed most abou t it as com ­
o 0 courtesy ones . .. 
mg onto UnIVerSity campuses to re­
cruit. With changes in business and his pel anal life he decided 
to change his route and return to schoof for h is Master's de­
gree. Soules completed a two year program in about a year. Af­
terward, he enga.sed in two internsnips in the Career Services 
Departments in Quinnipiac Univesity and University of Hart­
fora. 
After applying for a position at Bryant University, Soules 
was pleased because it met all his expectations; he loved the 
campus, got along with the staff, and felt that his new position 
would enable him to use all of his skills developed in the busi­
ness world. Soules has met with a handful of studen ts thus far, 
working closely with them to help them get job placements. 
u.s. Army Reserve 
Finish your college degree while serving in the U.S. Army Reserve . Ge han S -Ol experience 
and an additional paycheck every month. In the U.S. Army Reserve, you will train near home and 
serve when needed. Earn up to $23,000 for college costs and $4,500 in tuition assistance per 
y ar, plus enlistment bon uses up to $20,000. To find out morc, contact 
1-800-USA-ARMY 
Room For Rent 
Room for rent in 3 bedroom house. $400 each 
or rent the whole apartment. Everything in­
cluded. Sunny, bright 2nd floor, gleaming hard 
wood floors. Available until June. 
1) 789-7700 www.ristudentrentals.com 
Spring Break 
Call STS for the best deals to this year's top 10 
Spring Break destinations! Earn the highest rep 
commissions! Ask about our group discounts! 
Voted best party schedules. 
1-800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com. 
,Library 

updates 

By Greg Hirshom 
Variety Editor 
The Bryant University Ii-
I brary is a place of expansion 
where improvements are tak­
ing place to assist students in 
their studies. The library has 
corne a long way from just 
being a place to check out 
books. It is now an interac­
tive system where you can 
find information on just about 
anything you need. The li­
brary staff is always con­
cerned with ways that they 
can make student research an 
easier process. 
One of the newer Impmv -. 
m en ts at the library is a tool 
ca lle IblsWorld. lbisWorld is 
a tool that can be used to find 
industry reports and resfjarch 
on busines<;es. n us can be a . 
va1ua Ie tool for any stud t 
wh need to research a C IT ­
panv for busint15s evalua­
tion' roje t. Stu en ts can find 
information su ch as key sta­
tisti s , market characteristics, 
industry segmentation, indus­
try conditions, key competi­
tors & market share, 
performance analysis, key 
success fact rs, and five year 
forecasts & forecast analysis. 
The library b trying to 
reach out to students through 
the use of networking and 
communication medIUms 
aenerally used by students. 
There are also presentations 
taking place in freshman IRT 
classes on how to use search 
engines more efficiently and 
how to find useful informa­
tion. Bryant's library now has 
a MySpace account where 
VOll can find out information 
ab ut the library and thinas 
that can be found there. Cfu 
MySpace there is a blog 
where the library can post in­I formation that-could De useful 
for students. If you ever want 
to con tact the library you canI also contact them at their AIM 
screen name. 
The HELIN library card 
catalog now has a new inter­
face. You can look at previous 
materials that you have read 
as the system will keep track 
of this information. You can 
also read summaries of mate­
rials that you are considering 
checking out to be sure that 
the information/au are seek­
ing can be faun in that par­
ticular book. You can also 
search other college libraries 
and request a book that may 
not be at Bryant. From there 
that book will be brougl t to 
Bryant so that it will be avail ­
a Jle for , u to borrow. 
Another p roject that th e li­
brary is undertaking is digi­
tizIng p r vious issues o f the 
Arcbway and dger year-
b oks. Audio books are an­
o ther th ing that th lib rary is 
wurking on10r the fu ture to 
£fer its _ ud t5. Instruc­
tional pod casts are also in the 
p r cess of beli g created s 
that vou can listen to instruc­
tions on how to properly 
search for inform ation. Train­
ing videos are in the process 
ofbeing created for reference 
sites so that they can be used 
in th m ust ffective manner. 
Ed ucati na l videos are avail­
able on demand from the li­
brary~ websit . 0 that video" 
een tn c1ass w uld be ac essi­
bl through the RChool's web­
page. 
1vfar I\.lorone r can be con­
tacted at the library with any 
qu tio s or comments. he 
can be rea ed at xtension 
6298 or emailed at mmoroney. 
The library encourages ideas 
from students and is there to 
I 	assist students with whatever needs they may have. 
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THEFT (LARCENY) Larceny / Other (Over $500) 

OCT 16 at 13:55 Location: UNISTRUCTURE 

Summary: A report of a stolen backpack. 

VANDALISM Vandalism (Public Building) 

OCT 16 at 22:51 Location: RESIDENCE HALL 

Summary: A reported broken window in a Resi­

dence Hall. 

VANDALISM (AUTO) Vandalism to Auto(S) 

OCT 2 at 11:27 Location: OLD TOWNHOUSE LOT 

Summary: A report of a broken rear window on a 

vehicle. ­
THEFT (LARCENY) Larceny / Other ($200-$500) 

OCT 20 at 11:10 Location: JACOB'S DRIVE 

Summary: A reported stolen sign. 

VANDALISM (RES) Vandalism (Residence) 

OCT 20 at 23:30 Location:' RESIDENCE HALL 

Summary: A report of vandalism to a suite window 

VANDALISM (RES) Vandalism (Residence) 

OCT 21 at 01:15 Location: RESIDENCE HALL 

Summary: A report of a window in a common area 

smashed out from inside. 

EMT CALL EMT Call / Medical Services Rendered 

OCT 21 at 02:32 Location: DISPATCH CENTER 

Summary: A student came into the office and was 

complaining of chest pains. EMS was activated. 

VANDALISM Vandalism (School Building) . 

OCT 21 at 22:57 Location: RESIDENCE HALL 

Summary: A window on an exterior door to Hall 16 

was broken. 

EMT CALL EMT Call / Medical Services Rendered 

OCT 21 at 23:30 Location: RESIDENCE HALL 

Summary: A request for an EMT for an intoxicated 

female. EMS was activated. 

VANDALISM (RES) Vandalism (Residence) 

OCT 22at 01:33 Location: TOWNHOUSE 

Summary: Student residents report when they re­

turned home they found a broken mirror. 

DRUG ACTIVITY Drug Activity 

OCT 22 at 03:32 Location: ToWNHOUSE 

Summary: While responding to an area for a noise 

complaint a student was found to be in possession 

of drugs and paraphernalia. Smithfield Police arrest 

one student. 

VANDALISM Vandalism (School Building) 

OCT 22 at 05:50 Location: RESIDENCE BALL 

Summary: A DPS officer on patrol reports a lobby 

windowbroken in a Residence Hall. 

DRUG (MARJ. 2ND OFF) Possession of Marijuana 

(2nd Offense) 

OCT 23 at 23:21 Location: RESIDENCE HALL 

Summary: An RA called Public Safety to report the 

smell of marijuana in a Residence Hall. Smithfield 

Police requested. One student arrested for posses­

sion of marijuana. 

FIRE ALARM Fire Alarm 

OCT 23 at 00:23 Location: RESIDENCE HALL 

Summary: Fire Alarm sounding in a Residence 

Hall. Smithfield Fire Dept. responding. No cause 

was found for the alarm. Alarm reset by SFD. 

ASSAULT (AGGRAVATED) Assault (Aggravated) 

OCT 23 at 13:07 Location: UNISTRUCTURE 

Summary: DPS assists the State Police in serving a 

warrant. 

EMT CALL EMT Call / Medical Services Rendered 

OCT 23 at 16:42 Location: INTERMURAL FIELD 

Summary: A report of a subject with a possible bro­

ken nose. EMS was activated. 

BURGLARY Burglary / Res. (Unk Time/Attempt) 

OCT 24 at 22:15 Location: RESIDENCE HALL 

Summary: a Report of items stolen from a Resi­

dence Hall room. 

ACCIDENT (MVA) Motor Vehicle Accident 

OCT 25 at 10:43 Location: REAR CIRCLE LOT 

Summary: A reported accident with no injuries. 

VANDALISM (AUTO) Vandalism to Auto(S) 

OCT 26 at 21:04 Location: DPS OFFICE 

Summary: A student came to DPS to file a report of 

vandalism to a car. 

FIRE ALARM Fire Alarm 

OCT 27 at 00:45 Location: TOWNHOUSE 

Summary: A fire alarm sounding in a townhouse. 

No cause found system reset. 

VANDALISM (AUTO) Vandalism to Auto(S) 

OCT 27 at 08:36 Location: BELLOS CENTER LOT 

Summary: DPS checked a report of a motorcycle 

lying down in the Bellow Lot. 

VANDALISM (AUTO) Vandalism to Auto(S) 

OCT 27 at 15:21 Location: COMMUTER LOT 

Summary: A report of a student's car having been 

vandalized. 

BURGLARY Burglary/B&E A Dwelling Anytime 

OCT 27 at 19:06 Location: RESIDENCE HALL 

Summary: A student called to report that his shoes 

had been taken by another indiVIdual and that per­

son refused to give them back. 

DRUG Possession of Drug Paraphernalia 
OCT 27 at 22:50 Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: Drug paraphernalia was confiscated in a 
Residence Hall. 
TRESPASSING Trespassing 
OCT 28 at 02:03 Location: HALL VILLAGE 
Summary: Two suspects found in the Residence 
Hall 17 construction site were detained. 
VANDALISM Vandalism (School Building) 
OCT 28 at 11:17 Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: A report of vandalism to a Residence 
Hall. 
DISORDERLY CONDUCT Disorderly Conduct 
OCT 28 at 22:58 Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: A student called to report that someone 
had thrown a pumpkin at his suite door. 
EMT CALL EMT Call / Medical Services Rendered 
OCT 29 at 01:03 Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: A report of an intoxicated female. EMS 
was activated. 
VANDALISM Vandalism 
OCT 29 at 01:28 Location: HALL VILLAGE 
Summary: A suspects had tom up the grass and 
threw it mside a Residence Hall. 
VANDALISM Vandalism 
OCT 29 at 03:29 Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: The locking system was damaged on a 
Residence Hall exterior door. 
BIAS INCIDENTS None reported 
To report a bias incident or hate crime, go 
to www.bryant.edulbias or call the Bias 
Incident Hotline at x6920 
Bias related incident - a threatened, at­
tempted, or completed action that is moti­
vated by bigotry and bias regarding a 
person's real or perceived race, religion, 
natural oriw.n, ethnicity, sexual orienta­
tion, disabIlity, or gender status. Exam­
ples of these incidents include name 
calling, offensive language/acts, and graf­
fitilbehavior. 
Bias is reported only if investigation re­
veals sufficient objective facts to lead a 
reasonable and prudent person to con­
clude that the offender's actions were mo­
tivated, in whole or in part, by bias. 
, 

DO YOU NEEDA 

PASSPORT 

Want some hissing advice?OR IS IT TIME TO RENEW 

ONE? 

Are you planning on studying abroad? 

Planning on visiting Canada? 

Cruising to the Caribbean? 

As of Jaruary 8,2007 a passport will be required for all travel to and 
!Tom Canada, MexiCO, Central and South America, the caribi::€an, and 
Bermuda. 
Applying for a passport just got easiel1 
The Bryant University Post Office, in conjunction with the U.S. Postal 
Service, will host a spedal 
Passport Day 
nlUr~day, Nove.mer 9, 2006 

11 a,m. to 21).(n. 

In the Rotunda 

Bpm ~nPestal representatives will be on hand to answer questiors, process 
passport applicatiors and renewals, and even take photos if needed. South Cafe 
Stop by the Bryant University Pest Offi ce before November 1 <t to pick 
up a passport application and handy fact sheet 
Questions aboutpassports? V.5Jt wwwtrave/statE.qov 
i 
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Tuition outpacing reality 

By Kit Lively 
The Dallas Morning News 
(MeT) 
If you're in college, you already 
know about your parents' sacrificial 
rite of writing the tuition check. 
Paying for college ranks up there 
with keeping a roof over your head . 
And if your family needs financial 
aid, you know the sacrifice could 
continue for years if your parents 
help you pay back the loans. 
Parents have been telling poll­
sters.for y~ars that paying for col­
lege IS a bIg worry. 'Even Congress 
and the Education Department have 
called for colleges to control prices. 
College officials talk about the 
importance of keeping costs low. 
They want a diverse student body, 
and they don't want to turn away 
talented students just because they 
can't afford to come. 
Yet the costs keep rising. 
And even though colleges are 
providing more financial aid, it 
doesn't always keep up with tuition 
hikes. 
A report released recently laid 
out the trends. 
Released by the College Board 
(the. nonprofit known best for pro­
ducmg the SAT), it shows tuition 
continued to rise faster than infla­
tion this academic year _ as it has 
for years . 
This year's tuition and fees at 
four-year private colleges average 
$22,218, up 5.9 percent from last 
year. (Room and board charges add 
another $8,149.) At four-year public 
colleges, tuition and fees rose 6.3 
percent, to $5,836 . Community col­
lege charges rose 4.1 percent, to 
$2,272. Those increases all outpace 
inflation, which was about 3.8 per­
cent in 2005-06. 
The report deals in averages, but 
there's a big range in tuition 
charged by both public and private 
colleges. A small group of elite pri­
vate colleges continues to' push tu­
ition into the stratosphere. At least 
12 are charging more than $35,000 in 
tuitio~ and fees this year, according 
to InSIde Higher Ed, an online jour­
nal, in its coverage of the report. 
But here's the real shocker: Tu­
i~ion at four-year public colleges has 
rIsen 35 percent over the last five 
years, when adjusted for inflation. 
These are the schools that states 
subsidize to make higher education 
accessible to the masses. How many 
parents' salaries have increased 35 
percent over the last half decade? 
Thi~ .is. a trend that should worry 
polItICIans, educators, business lead­
ers and anyone else concerned about 
producing a well-educated work­
force. 
The report breaks some data 
down by state. And Texas _ where 
tuition at many public universities 
has surged since lawmakers deregu­
l~ted tuition three years ago _ does­
n t come out looking particularly 
go.od. The average tuition charged 
thIS year by our four-year public 
c.olleges _ $5,940 _ topped the na­
honal average and ranked 20th 
among all states. The size of our 
one-year increase _ 8 percent _ also 
outpaced the nationaf average of 6 
percent. 
Of course, financial aid and tax 
credits help blunt the impact of tu­
ition hikes. Many students end up 
paying thousands less than the 
sticker price. 
But don't expect complete relief. 
Financial aid trends are discourag­
ing, too. The College Board found 
that while the 
total amount 
of aid going to Rising coli 

students grew 
in 2005-06, the 
increase was 
only about the 
rate of infla­
tion. 
What's 
more, the av­
erage size of 
Pell Grants 
federal money 
for students 
from the poor­
est families 
shrank while 
the amount 
families are 
borrowing 
from private 
sources, like 
banks, which 
often charge 
higher interest 
rates, is grow­
ing rapidly. In 2005-06, private loans 
accounted for 20 percent of all edu­
cation borrowing, up from 4 percent 
a decade earlier. 
Why do costs keep rising? 
Some expenses are obvious. Pro­
fessors are well-educated people 
who expect good pay and decent 
raises _ and payroll is a big part of 
any college's budget. So are the bills 
for hea~ing buildings and providing 
health msurance _ expenses pinch­
ing everyone's finances . Colleges 
also need to provide certain levels 
of technology. 
But there's also a push by many 
colleges to provide fancy fitness 
centers and amenities like Internet 
access in all dorm rooms and wire­
less somewhere on campus _ perks 
colleges say are necessary to com-
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pete for top students. 
True, colleges can tap loyal 
alumni and other supporters to help 
pay for the expensive extras. And 
true, colleges also raise money for 
scholarships. But more and more 
scholarship awards are based on top 
grades and SAT scores instead of fi­
nancial need. Are donors so keen on 
seeing their names on buildings or 
elite scholar programs that they 
won't give to more anonymous fi­
nancial-aid pools for low-income 
kids? 
American higher education, in its 
abundance, variety and quality, en­
joys strong public regard. But that 
esteem isn't guaranteed. Colleges 
risk losing that good will if they ig­
nore calls to rein in costs. 
$1 off' 
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(-If)g ... 
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Intern Spotlight on... 
Tarang Patel '07 
Concentration: Ac­
counting/Finance; 
Minor: Legal Studies 
Internship Site: GE 
NBC Universal 
Location: Los Angeles, 
CA, Summer 2006 
What did you learn about the profes­
sion? 
-TIle technical skills involved in working in a 
finance group; Excel, SAP, Business Ware
house. Conducting a presentation using 
PawerPoint and using it to get things across 
to other people, in a 'GE' kind of way. 
-WJwt the 'NBC industry' is like - a big Hol
lywood studio, lighting, post-production, etc. 
-TIUlt there are more optlOns for accol/nting 
students then just going into public account­
ing - the 'Big 4' is not always the way to go
JoT everyone. TIu.>re are lots ofother opportu
nities in s11lall Of large firms. 
What were your major responsibilities? 
-The internship was within the Financial 

Management Program: I worked on profit 

center and cost center simplification for the 

NBC Universal Studio Operations Finance 

GroliP which was a value adding project. 

-I led a project 011 rationalizing all general 

ledger accounts (cost ofsale and selling gen­

eral and administrative). First phase ofmulti 

phase initiative that would make account 

usage by USI..>r5 consistent across all users arui 

not just specific businesses. 

-I presented my findings to all CFOs and an 

swered questions 

What did you find most challenging 

about your internship? 

-Learnmg industry terms; working in fi­

nance you understand accounting andfi 

nance terms but you don't always 

understarui industry terms specific to movie 

making arui television. Learning haw the 

process worked. 

-Traffic in LA! I'll never complain about 

drimng a half an hour to CT again. 

What did you find most rewarding 
about your internship'? 
-Receiving a full-time oJjer to be in the FMP! 
Impruuing 011 project management arui com­
munication skills since I reported to so many 
people. Gaining a better understaruiing of 
what I want to ao in terms ofmy career path 
-Networking was huge - espedally at NBC 
Universal- it's a people person type ofin-
r-----------------------------------------------------------~Whoisonyoure-board? 
The Bryant Post Office is Pleased to Announce... 
"YOU HAVE A 
PACKAGE AT THE 
BRYANT POST 
OFFICE!" 
Email Notification for Package Pickup 
Beginning November 6, 2006, the Bryant Post Office will notify 
students by email when they have a package ready for pickup. 
Notification cards 'will no longer be placed in your mailbox. 
Please be sure to add bryantpo(wbryant.edu to your contact list 
to bypass your "junk email" filter. 
YOUR BRYANT 10 CARD MUST BE PRESENTED FOR ALL 
PACKAGE PICKUPI 
Remember. you will no longer rece.ive. a card in your mailbox. 
Brycnt Uri 'lenity Post Offlce, e:>iens on 62+1 
dustry. I never rejected an offer to go to all 
after~work event. 17U1t helped me in getting 
my offer - so many people iruiicated Jwoufd 
be agood caruiidate and I believe my interact-
i~with so many people helped me get the 
o er. 
- was able to talk to a lot ofdifferent people 
within GE NBC - all the way 1:IJ! to presi­
dents - to learn about all the diJjerent career 
paths. There are a ton of carea opportunities 
out there. 
What did you learn about yourself? 
-I leamed I can make prese1ltations pretty 
well under pressure arui that I'm good with 
m~eting deadlines and getting things accom
p/tshed. 
-I learned I can incorporate both myfinance 
arui accounting degrees in terms oJ what I 
want in order to cTimb the corporate ladder 
Did you receive compensation for your 
Academic internship? 
-Yes (which include salary, housing and 
transportation) 
Who was your faculty supervisor and 
what were your academic require­
ments? 
-Dr. Saeed Roohalli, Accounting Dept. I 
enUliled him every two weeks on my progress, 
what I was learnmg and how I was going 011 
my projects. Wrote a ten page paper at the 
end of the experience. 
Tarang is willing to discuss his intern­
ship in more detail! Email him at 
tpatel. 
Winter break is an excellent time to do re
search 011 summer interllships arui jobs. The 
Amica Center for Career Education will be 
open during the break and students are wel
come to use the Career Library arui/or meet 
with a career counselor during this time. 
Stop in to make an appointment or give us a 
call at 401-232-6090. 
Prepare NOW to be successful by attending 
an Orientation to Academic Internship ses­
sian offered throughout the FALL SEMES-
TER.1,oSin into the Bryant Career Connectio~ (BCq ana~arch on the cal~-
dar for Orientation sesswns arui dates, times 
analocations are posted there. Ifyou have at- ! 
tended and would like to discuss your sum- i What is your organization's full 
mer job or internship with a member ofour ,: name? 
counseling staff, stop btt the Amica Centerfor 
Career Eelucation or call ext 6090. International Student Organization 
IStudy A broad Spotlight: 
Monica Kraus '07 
. . . . Umv~rslty: UnIVerSIty ~f M~lbourne 
Locahon: Melbourne, Victona IPartner: Butler 
Semester Abroad: S ring '06 

Duration: Feb 8th - )uly 1 

. pranks, food, andReason for g~)1~g: . 
I wanted to VISIt my chants instead of 
family that lived in Universities. There 
Melbourne and expe­ was actually a whole 
rience other cultures. week devoted to haz­
ing the freshman and 
Best study abroad stu­
experience/memory: dents but in a fun 
The best experiences way. The classes 
I had were swim­ were set up com­
ming with a whale pletely different with 
shark on the west lectures, tutorials, 
coast, Wally the giant and labs being part 
wrasse fish on the of one class but 
east coast (on the scheduled at differ­
Great Barrier Reef), ent times. Each class 
and having close en­ had a different pro­
counters with kanga­ fessor teaching each 
roos. I also enjoyea. topic in a course so 
going to a real footy you had different 
game and seeing teacher just about 
how intense the fans every week. Classes 
are. It was exactly 

like the book we had to read in fresh­

man seminar called "Among the 

Thugs" by Bill Buford except with less 

violence. 

Funny cultural experience: 

The first time I heard one of my Aus­

tralian friends ask me "To please hand 

them their thongs" I nearly died until I 

realized that "thongs" means flip flops 

in Australia. 

How was the school different fromIBryant University? 
II! 0 vg n :'Znt:O I J\ Spot' :g'At r I V\ VI J\Vv V\ V V V l"V VI 
~ L..J ~ ~ 
I' f""tervu;tttOvu;t StU£Ae""t o~g~ ""(,Z~t(,O"" 
Francisco F. Oliveira (2007) President 
Nakul Roy (2008) Vice President 
Sanjana Desai (2009) Secretary 
Miguel Flores (2008) Treasurer 
Maria Mursarskaya (2009) Public Re­
latinos 
Caesar Aldoyn (2009) Historian/ Web­
m~ster 
When do you meet? 
ISO meets every Tuesday @ 4PM in Pa­
pitto (Bryant Center) 
What is your main purpose? 
ISO helps students from around the 
world come together and learn from 
each other, to spread awaress from 
around the world to our campus, to 
create a community not only within 
our members but also with the 
community and the community at 
large, and finally to help Bryant stu­
dents with university services. 
How often do you hold events? 
Events are held every month 
How many members does your or­
ganization have? 
We have 72 official ISO members 
What are some of your upcoming 
events? 
Diwali (11/12) is a Indian Holiday that 
ICC and ISO will present to the cam­
pus, and our cultural show i2i (11/17) 
which is the biggest cultural show on 
campus! 
How can people contact you if they 
are interested in joining ISO? 
They can email us at iso(gibryant.edu, 
visit us at www.isobryant.org or come 
to our meetings. Everyone is welcome! 
The school was completely different in 
almost every aspect. The residential 
halls were called colleges and were un­
affiliated with the University. There 
was intense rivalry among the differ­
ent colleges in sports, 
took field trips to im­
portant world events and other rele­
vant places. Students only take classes 
in their major since high school so they 
are almost experts in their field. 
How did this experience change you? 

Yes, I now have a new perspective on 

life and have a greater global aware­

ness. 

Would you study abroad again given 

the opportunity~ 

I would study abroad everyday for the 

rest of my life if it was possible. 

r 
Cveaans 'n 
I dear 
Jeet? 
Lore 
fOT Providence's downtown, 
rts and Entertainment Dl5­
'Y Dorrance, Sabin, Empire, 
id-twentieth century 
'Wn Providence. It was res­
by Andres Duany in the 
Iffil.ml~1-1istrict into an arts district 
}Vntown declined as busl­
ncity Arts and Enter­
ize downtown through 
eased security and ac­
they call liquor stores around here. 
end lIt Rhode Island on June 28, 2004, when 
signed a ill into law allowing cities and towns to issue li­
stores that w?nt to open on Sundays. 
This is hot a plea for more porridge, but a polite way of saying, "What the hell 
did you just say?" 
What you hang earrings from. Think about it. 
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OnCy in ~de IsCaruf... 

Now that you have had time to settle into your home away from here in "Little 
Rhody", you have hopefully ventured out to find what the state has to offer. The first 
issue of The Archway even gave y,0u a few tips on the "hot spots" and the "must sees" in 
"10 Rhode Island 'Things to Do before you leave Bryant". For those of you who have 
taken the initiative and gotten out there you may have noticed that Rhode Islanders are 
unique people. They are proud of their state, they have their own idea of "quintessential 
Rhode Island", and most of all they talk kind of funny. Whether you find yourself on 
Federal Hill or down in Newport, here is a guide to talking the talk, Rhode Island style. 
Beah 

An alcoholic beverage. 

Bubbla 
Drinking fountain. The word is apparently also used in parts of the upper Mid­
west and Australia. We've read in a couple of places that the usage may be re­
lated to the Wisconsin-based manufacturer, Kohler, which marketed a fountain 
under the Bubbler name around 1914. 
Cabinet 
A drink made from milk, flavored syrup, and ice cream. In other parts of the 
country it's called a milk sha~e or ? frappe. A.liberal interpretation of the ~~try 
fo1' cabinet in tbe Oxford EnglIsh Dtctumary mIght uggest that the term OOgI­
nated from the English N wcastle or cabinet pudding, "a pudding made f 
bread OT cake, dried fruit, eggs and milk, usually seT ed hot with a sauce." Or It 
migh t not. 
PSDS 
Regluh kawfee 

Be careful how you order your coffee in Rhode Island, because if you like it 

black, requesting a " regular coffee" is not ~he way to go. Such a request will 

more often than not get you a cup with cream and sugar added. 

Rhode Island handshake 

A little extra gratuity for services rendered. 

Sangwidge . 

. A meal served between two pieces of bread. Also Sammich. 

Side by each 
You'll hear this one mainly around Woonsocket. It comes from the French "c'est 
par chacun" and would be translated by most people as "side by side." Other 
Woonsocketisms include the use of double pronouns, as in, ."I'm going to the su­
permarket, me," and the misplacement of phrases or modifiers, as in, "Throw 
me down the stairs my bag," or "Drive slow your car." 
South County . 
A mythical area that roughly includes Washington. and Kent. Counties .. 'J!te n~me 
goes back to the Revolutionary W. ar era when sentIment agamst the Bnhsh Kmg 
fed rebel sympathizers to come up with an alternative name for Kings County 
(much as anti-French sentiment led many to call French fries "freedom fries" in 
recent times). The name was officially changed to Washington County in 1781, 
but the old appellation of South County still persists. 
Wikkit 
An intensifier that's interChangeable with "very," as in, "We was drivin' wikkit 
fast." Also used to mean "extremely good" or "spectacular," as in, "Them fortta­
july fyahworks was wikkit!" 
Compiled by John Crisafulli 
Assistant Editor 
Source: www.quallOg.org. 
Don't let the cold 
keep you in 
becomes "peaceful New Eng­By John Crisafulli land." The locals can be foundAssistant Editor strolling down the streets, brav­
With the seasons changing ing the cold and ducking into 
and the days getting darker and warm and cozy restaurants and 
colder, you may be at a loss for shops. Brick Alley Pub, voted 
"Things to do in RI." Don't one of Rhode Island's Best, is a 
worry, just because the sun goes great place to hang your hat and 
in early doesn't mean you have take a break from the blustery 
to. And, now is the best time to sea breeze. The menu is vast 
get out and see Rhode Island be­ and the atmosphere is the 
cause all the tourists are gone. warmest around. After dinner 
This list should take you well wander through the shops and 
into the end of the semester. make your way down to the 
If you are looking to get into a docks to take in the quiet winter 
"festive" mood, head over to the views. 
Providence Place Mall. As soon When the temperature gets 
as the seasons change, empI y­ low enough, be sure to visi t the 
ees are busy decking the ha lls Bank of America Skating Cent r 
iol' the holidays. r~_iiI"~---"--:----------n:;--' 
Crazy as it may 
be to have gar­
land Lip in No­
vember, you an't 
deny the excite­
ment for the holi­
days that it s tir 
up And who 
knows, maybe 
you'll starL your 
Christmas shop­
ping early this 
year. 
There is noth­
ing better on a 
nasty ~ew Eng­
land wmter day Bank of America Skating Center. 
than throwing on 
the parka and going to catch a in Providence. Smack dab be-
movie. With a plethora of the- tween The Biltmore, Kennedy 
aters within equally close dis- Plaza, and The Capital Grill it's 
tance, you can t lose. There are the perfect spot to get into the 
the conventional theaters like winter mood. Admission is only 
Cinema World in Lincoln and six dollars and you can rent 
IMAX in Providence or the skates if you didn't bring yours 
unique like The Avon on Thayer from home. Seasonal music and 
Street or the Cable Car on South decorations make downtown 
Main Street both in Providence. come alive from the cold and 
All four offer something a little dark. When your ankles have 
different from the next. And, if had enough head across the 
you are looking for live theater, street to the Starbuck's in the 
the Theater District goes into historic Biltmore Hotel. Or, 
full gear this time ofyear. head up to the East Side for a 
Check out this season's offerings hot cocoa on Thayer or Wick-
at The Providence Performing enden Street. Then take a ride 
Arts Center and Trinity Reper- down Benefit Street and see the 
tory Theater. Trinity is home to historic houses decorated for the 
"A Christmas Carol," which holidays. 
changes slightly every year and Whatever you do, get out and 
is a tradition among locals. explore the area around you. 
And, both theaters offer special Rhode Island has so much to 
offers for students with an 10. offer and in such dose proxim-
If you are looking to take off ity. Don't let the cold keep you 
for a while, Newport is a perfect indoors, bundle up and get out 
choice. During the summer the there. 
streets are bustling with tourists. 
Come fall and winter, the 
crowds die down and the scene 
Photo courtesy ofprovidenceskating.com 
Artist John A. Simonetti's illustration of the 
Where in Rhode Island? 

For those of y ou who 
have made your way 
off campus and out 
onto the streets of 
Rhode Island, it's about 
to payoff. If you can 
guess this RI student 
hot spot, e-maiJ* arch­
way@bryant.edu by 
November 13, for a 
chance to \-\lin a prize. 
All respondents will be 
entered into a draWing 
and one winner will be 
chosen. 
*Please pul "Where in Rhode Is­
land" as the subject line. AI! en­
tries must be received by end of 
day Monday 11113. Win ller 
will be notified bye-mail. 
Can you guess the bigger picture? 
Students from all over are known 
to frequent this "slice of heaven", 
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Bulldog Bites 
Women's Soccer Defies Expectations 
The Bryant women's soccer team beat Merrimack in the 
quarterfinals last week and also upset top-seeded Saint Rose 
before falling to Franklin Pierce in the NE-lO Championship 
game. Franklin Pierce scored two unanswered second half 
goals to win 3-1 and their seventh straight title. Casey 
Grange notched her 19th goal of the season, extending her 
school record. The Bulldogs posted a school record 15 wins 
this season and are returning to the NCAA tournament for 
the first time since 2001. The Bulldogs have been selected as 
the third seed in the tournament and will face Saint Rose. 
The winner of the Bryant-Saint Rose game will play the 
winner of the Franklin Pierce-UMass Lowell winner in the 
New England Region Championship Sunday. 
Football Returns to Action this Weekend 
The Bulldogs return to action this Saturday after a bye 
week. They face rival Bentley and are looking for their sev­
enth win this season. Running back Lorenzo Perry is cur­
rently ranked No.2 nationally in rushing yards per game 
with 187.2 per game. 
Field Hockey Bounces Back 
The Bryant field hockey team secured the fifth seed for 
the conference tournament when they beat American Inter­
national College last weekend 4-3. The Bulldogs had lost 
their previous two games, but two goals from Laynie Sadler 
helped to end that losing streak. 
Men's and Women's Swimming Kick off Season 
The Bryant men's and women's swim teams had a busy 
first week of competiti0n. They participated in meets at 
Providence, Roger Williams, and the Bentley Invitational. 
Against Roger Williams the women captured their first win, 
129-98. Margaret Dickinson took first place in the 200 1M, 
500 freestyle, and 200 backstroke. Alyssa Glass and Jess 
Looney also captured first in two separate events. The men 
were defeated 145-80, but James Newton won the 200 back­
stroke. At the Bentley College Invitational, both the men 
and women finished fifth. Looney won the 1000 freestyle 
and also the 200 backstroke for the women. Dickinson 
added a new school record in the women's 200 freestyle and 
the men's 400 medley relay team set a new school record in 
3:55.95, beating the old record by more than 10 seconds. 
Dodgeball Signups 
A captains meeting for intramural co-ed dodgeball will 
be held November 3rd at 5:00 pm in the Bulldog Room in the 
Chace Wellness Center. Twenty dollars per team must be 
paid at the meeting. 
Mark,... 
ealeadan 
Football: Sat, ov. 4 at Bentley· 1'00 PM 
Men's and Women's Cioss ountry: Sun, Nov. 5 NCAA 
N w ngland Regional @ Franklin Park 
Women's Soccer: Fri, Nov. 3 \'5 Saint Rose, NCAA Regional 
({D Rindge, NH TBA 
Volleyball: Fri & Sat, Nov. 34 E-lO Tourney 
Swimming: Fri, Nov. 3 vs. Ea h.'r C nnecticut (Women 
Only) 6:00 PM; Sdt, Nov. 4 v . Clark 2:30 PM 
Men's Basketball: fvh n, ov. (, at UCann (Pre-season) 7:00 
PM 
"- De1lotes Conferellce tmlt' 
Hockey: Fri, ov.3 v . Holl Cross (ACHA) 8:10 PM; Sat, 
Nov. 4 at Bridgewat r State 5:40 PMj Sun, Nov.5 vs. CCSU 
12:30 PM 
-All Home Games at Ll!ty Amur 111 Burrillville, R1 
Take sotne 
responsibility 
known as "Thug U". Believe me when I say By Stephen Demers that it will take a long time for the school to Sports Editor shake that nickname. 
Finally, as if it was not disappointingIn last week's Archway, Alan Waters used 
enough to see the failed leadership of Coker, this column space to discuss the brawl that 
took place during a co1­
lege football game be­
tween the University of 
Miami and Florida Inter­
national. I certainly be­
lieve that the actions 
during this game were 
inexcusable, but I feel 
that many people in the 
media are ignoring the 
greater issues regarding 
this incident. It is time 
that the media takes a 
closer look at the influ­
ence of a head coach on 
his/her players and the 
role of athletics on a cam­
pus. 
When I first saw the 
highlights of the Miami­
FlU brawl on ESPN, I 
was shocked. If any of 
those players had exhib­
ited that behavior off the 
field, they would have 
been charged with as­
sault. My shock, how­
ever, turned to disgust 
after I heard Miami head 
coach Larry Coker's com­
ments after the game. "I 
think that it wilI affect 
the image of our pro­
gram greatly, but in a 
positive way," he said, 
according to the Miami 
Herald. "T think that 
when they see the video 
and they see how it was 
handled they will be im­
pressed with our play­
ers." 
It boggles my mind 
how any coach could be M' . h d h La C k h f '11 
.--_________________________--. 
impressed with the be- . la':TlI ea coac rry 0 er as ailed to instl many qualities 
havior of his players In hiS players. 
when they start a brawl 
University of Miami resident Donna Shalalaon the field . His comments, however, illustrate 
made some comments that made me justthe level of character that Coker accepts from 
shake my head. Here is a woman who is repre­his players. This is a man whose team has 
senting the school as a whole, not just the ath­been involved in numerous fights over the 
letic department, and she says that she doesn'tpast two seasons. Earlier in the year a con­
want to throw any of the football players Frontation was started when Miami football 
under theplayers stomped bus bymak­on the ing an ex­Louisville Car­ NAt the end of the day, the real losers in this ample ofdinallogo be­
them. This fore a game. money game are the other student-athletes woman hadLast year, after 
a perfect op­getting de­
stroyea 40-3 in and athletic programs who play by the rules" ortunity in 
front of a the Peach Bowl, 
national au­Miami players dience to make a bold statement by kickingstarted a brawl in the tunnels after the game. 
those players off the team and taking away These actions have led to the University of 
their scholarships. This type of decision wouldMiami being nicknamed "Thug U." 
help uphold the academiC excellence at theWould Notre Dame footbalf players ever 
Uruversity of Miami, but she never made thatstart a brawl? Would USC players ever start a 
statement. Why didn't she? Well, it comes brawl? I'm guessing no, because both teams 
down to money. The facts are that schools get are led by highly respected coaches in Charlie 
a lot of money if their football programs makeWeis and Pete Carroll. I'm not saying the 
bowl games, so Donna Shalala and othersMiami players don't respect Coker, Dut they 
keep lowering the standards. In their mindsunderstana that they can get away with a lot. 
it's wins first, academics second. At the end ofWhen coaches like Weis and Carroll lay down 
the day, the real losers in this money game arethe expectations that they have for then play­
the other student-athletes and athletic pro­ers, they listen. They understand that wnen 
grams who play by the rules.they put on a uniform they are representing 
not just a football program, but an entire 
school. Coker obviously has failed to instill 
that fact in his players. 
Let's not forget that the University of Miami 
is not some school that needs football to attract 
students. This is a school that has an average 
SAT score of 1258. A long line of successful 
people have graduated from the University of 
Miami over the years, but now their school is 
page 9november 3, 2006 
Waters ay:L sing a legen d 

By Alan Waters 

Staff Writer 

When you look at sports there are always those 
certain individuals who stand out, whether they are 
players, coaches or even executives. They bring a 
sense of pride, passion, and 
determination to the game, 
and that never-quit attitude 
taught to athletes when we 
are all just little tikes . The~ 
individuals have a way at 
raising the game to a level 
very few can ever imagine. 
They do it with respect for the 
game and for the love of the 
game. These individuals are 
known as Legends of the 
games. 
Red Auerbach was one of 
those legends, and the world 
will miss one of the greatest 
legends not only in basketball, 
but in all of sports. Red 
passed away due to a heart at­
tack Saturday, and left thou­
sands mourning his 89 year 
life. Instead of looking at it in 
that manner, we shou1d cele­
brate the life he had and the 
impact he made on everyone 
he came in contact with dur­
ing his lifetime. 
Red had that certain qual­
ity about him that made 
everyone around him believe 
and feel that they had the 
edge. He was part of the 
greatest basketball program in 
NBA history. He helped lead 
Boston to 16, count them 16, 
championships during his 
tenure with Boston. He won . 
nine as head coach, including 
a record eight straight from 
1959-1966, that summed up 
his last eight years as head 
coach. He challenged his players to perform a.t their 
highest level and aema~ded perf~tion. That 1~ 
what his players gave him; he retired as the wm­
ningest basketball coach of his time before he was 
passed by Lenny Wilkins in the 1994-1995 season. 
He gave everything to basketball, and basketball 
gave everything to him. He made what is known as 
the victory cigar famous; you could always count on 
Red lighting up that cigar as soon as that clock ex­
pired. 
He made huge strides for basketball and society 
in general. He was the first NBA coach to assemble 
an all black starting five, the first to draft a black 
player, and the first to hire a black coach. He was 
not concerned about race even in a time when it was 
an issue. Red wanted to win and wanted to assem­
ble the best team possible. This made a huge impact 
in the basketball world. 
I only wish people in our generation had a better 
.understanding for whoRed was and what he . 
meant. Many people understand he was a great 
coach and a great executive, but he was more than 
that. My dad used to tell me stories about Red back 
in the good ole' days of 
the Garden and the 
Celtics dynasty. Every 
story seemed to involve 
Red, or had him in the 
mainstream of the story, 
even as an executive at 
that time. I remember 
my first Celtic game 
arid my dad pointing 
out Section 12 and say­
ing "that's where Red 
sits." That is the kind of 
influence this man had. 
I never got to see him 
coach, but just to know 
where he sat was im­
portant. I know he 
made basketball spe­
cial; it was just that feel­
ing you had, that it was 
second nature for Celtic 
fans. 
His impact on peo­
ple and the game will 
live on he wiII never be 
forgotten and the word 
Red wiII never be the 
same. It makes you 
proud to be a Celtic and 
a fan of basketball in 
general. 
He was the life sup­
port for the Boston 
~~f!II"'_~ Celtics; he bled Celtic 
green and made you 
honored to do the 
same. With him gone, 
so goes a piece of the 
Celtic heart. The beat 
will not be as loud but 
""',,,,,.,,..<.v,,,, his spirit will still re­
main and he will always be remembered as a Celtic 
and a Legend. Rest in peace to one of the greatest 
icons in sports history. 
Top Dogs 

James Newton 
Year: Junior 
Sport: Swimming 
Why this dog was picked: The junior 
placed first in the 200 yard backstroke at 
Roger Williams in 2:08.30 and added an 
8th-place finish in the 200 free at Bent­
ley. Newton swam the first leg of the 
400 medley relay team that finished sec­
ond at Roger Williams and 4th at the 
Bentley Invitational. 
,",UL'''''''Y of the Athletic Department 
Amy Orzechowski 
Year: Sophomore 
Sport: Soccer 
Why this dog was picked: The Milford, 
Conn. native scored two goals, 
the game-winner, in a 3-1 upset victory 
over top-ranked Saint Rose Friday in 
Northeast-IO Semifinals in Albany, N.Y. 
Orzechowski was dominant offensively 
and defensively throughout the NE-lO 
Toumament and will be expected to 
continue her dominance this weekend 
the NCAA Tournament. 
n any given Sunday... 

• # the Archway introdu 
arie!r Editor Greg Hirshom sh 
ock 0 the week. 
Spread Home 
3 STL 
3 BAL 
13 G 
95 J 
-3 WAS 
3 BUF 
-1 TB 
-5 DET 
13.5 CHI 
-5.5 SF 
12.5 SD 
2 PIT 
2.5 
E 
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Sp d 

-3 

3 
-13 
-9.5 
3 
-3 
I-Lock of the Wee 
5 
-13.5 
5.5 

-12.5 

-2 
-2.5 

-8 
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Harrah's 
arragans H In ian 
is a good d al for 
ell n ? 
Vinny Guarino 
2010 
"E ryone seems to be 
pretty pissed off about it, 
I'm g ing to < gree 
with them about not let· 
ring e Lasino be al· 
lowed." 
Chris B r cki 
2010 
Compiled by Joseph Domtmey 
"It seems like a good 
idea. It seems like more 
p Ie are in sup rt 
than not. It will bring a 

lot of good tourism to 

Rhode Island too! 

Matt Holt 

2008 

"I think they are bitching 

too much about it. It 

w ric ell great for Con· 

necticut!" 

J ames Heartwell 

2008 

"I like it because they are 

getting rid of all the on· 

line gambling so this will 

make it do e if someone 

wants to go gamble." 

Cody Holt 

2010 

--
I· I -
L ' 
\ 
I:. 
­
"The increase in tourism 

will generate more 

money and jobs in 

Rhode Island, so I think 

that it is great." 

Joanna Skiba 

2009 

"It do sn't affect me and 

I really don't care bout 

this casin !" 

Meagan E an 

2010 

"I think it is going to tn· 
crease pollution in he 
area and bring in our· 
siders to the tight knit 
community of Rhode Is. 
land. New Jersey would 
be a better location for 
. " t he caSlllO. 
Alyssa Michella 
2009 
• • 
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Observations 
By Lauren Cimino and Ryan P. Daley 
Show us some skin! 
You have to wonder what goes 
on Halloween weekend for some 
people; most people we've spo­
ken to don ' t remember the en­
tire night! So, our question to 
you is: What did happen during 
those blackout moments to all 
the women on campus who used 
Halloween as an opportunity to 
dress provocatively? 
Holy Crap! 
When can we expect the pothole 
a t the in tersection in front of 
the library to be fixed? Every 
day we're stressing to dodge 
that stupid hole. It's surprising 
that no one's busted a shock yet 
or hit another car in their at­
tempt to swerve away. 
A Bowl of Grievance ... 
Why is it that every time we go 
to get some fresh cut fruit in 
Salmo, it's either empty or filled 
with boring old melon and can­
telope? As we're walking down 
the stairs for breakfast, it seems 
everyone's got a bowl full of 
pineapple, strawberries or 
grapes, so we're anticipating 
something good ... But there 
aren't even stragglers left when 
it's our turn to get some fruit! 
Finally! 
Than y ou to the post office, for 
finally going paperless and e­
mailing us when we receive 
packages! This new process will 
be incomparably more efficient 
and put less of a burden on 
those of us who continually lose 
the paper slips they drop in our 
mailbox. Bryant University Post 
Office, we salute you. 
By Jen DiPrete 
Staff Columnist 
Two weeks ago, I was in Victo­
ria's Secret at the Providence Place 
Mall. I was waiting in a long line 
that was overwhelmingly female. 
Directly in front of me were three 
young women with two young men. 
They were all from a nearby college. 
It happened to be that they were the 
only ones engaging in conversation, 
very loudly at that. The discussion 
began with them figuring out what 
they were ~oing to be for Hal­
loween. Beme; that we were in a lin­
gerie store WIth images of scantily 
clad women througnout, the nature 
of the conversation turned to the 
picture of Victoria's Secret model 
Heidi Klum positioned behind the 
line of cash registers. One of the 
young men announces that he 
"loves her," and would "do her" in 
a second. I heard the woman behind 
me go, "hmp." I had a muftled 
laugn because he sounded ridicu­
lous. One of the young man's female 
companions put her head down and 
turned her body away from the rest 
of the line. The other young man 
turned to his left where a pnoto of 
Adriana Lima (another Victoria's Se­
cret model) was positioned under a 
mannequin, which I believe was 
supposed to be Ms. Lima. This 
young man proceeds to say, "Dude, 
I love her, sne's hot!" His friend 
replied, "dude, no way, she's still a 
virgin." To which the second young 
man answered, "yeah, that's too 
bad." They realized how loud they 
were being and when they turned 
around, tney must have seen several 
of us glaring at them. They both 
turned away from the line and fi­
nally it was their friends' tum to 
check out. I left the retail store a bit 
disappointed in the young men and 
wondered if the sentiments about 
Ms. Lima (who in the March, 2006 
issue of Gentlemen's Quarterly Maga
zine revealed she was a virgin and 
intended to wait until marriage to 
I have sex) were shared by the major­
ity of college-aged males. 
Ironically, in the week following 
the above mentioned situation, I 
was driving to work and happened 
to be channel surfing on the radio, 
Lauren Cimino 
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Words ofWellness: Sex! 

At 7 a.m. on a Monday morning, the 
airwaves are mostly filled with talk 
radio and a wrap-up of any week­
end events. I happened to stop at a 
channel as soon as I heard, "a recent 
poll was taken to see what those 
aged twenty to thirty regret most in 
their lives up to this point." Now, I 
don't know how scientific this sur­
vey was or where it originated (as I 
landed on this station well into the 
broadcast). The announcers rattled 
off the top three: #3 lOSing their vir­
ginity to the wrong person; #2 not 
continuing/furthering their educa­
tion; #1 not investing their money 
wisely. Apparently there were ten 
major regrets, but the announcers 
pointed out the top three only. As I 
drove into work, fthought about the 
number of students I have met with 
over my five years at Bryant who 
have emotionally disclosed their 
own regret in becoming sexually ac­
tive too soon, with the wrong per­
son. For some it was the emotional 
and psychological toll it took on 
them. For others, the physical re­
minder of havin~ contracted a sexu­
ally transmitted mfection (STI) was 
all too painful. 
Upon readin9, last week's article 
in the Archway, 'Sex Improvement," 
I felt compelled to show another 
side of sexuality and sexual health. 
First and foremost, everyone has 
their own free will to make a deci­
sion based on what they feel is right 
for them. However, I feel that sex 
has been portrayed as an animalistic 
type of Olympic event. Sexuality is 
normal, natural, and a healthy as­
pect of well being. But when taken 
out of context - when love is not in­
volved, when it becomes violent, 
when it is used as a means to an 
end, when it is forced, when it be­
comes a game, when there is lack of 
a connection - it becomes just an­
other thing to do. On the continuum 
of health and well being it could be 
cause for arrested development. 
In an age of internet predators 
and addictions to online pornogra­
phy, fantasies of unhealthy and dan­
gerous sexual thoughts and urges 
can be acted upon and have perma­
nent negative consequences. Sex, 
when not performed as a loving, 
compaSSionate, connected act, oe- . 
r-------------~~----------------~ 
If you need to contact The Archway or Due to the importance of this 
any staff member, please fed free to use 
the contact information listed below. topic and the length of elabora­
The Archway tion it requires, this series has 
Bryant Universily, Box 7 been done in two parts. 
1150 Douglas Pike 

Smithfield. RI 02917 
 A recap for those of you 
who missed the last column: 
Rights are different from 
Location: Bryant Center. 3rd floor 
Phone: (401) 232·6028 benefits and privileges. The 
(401) 232·6488 only places where we can 
Fax: (401) 232·6710 By Brian Kennedy find what rights we are enti­
Staff Columnist tled to is our founding docu­E·mail: archway@bryanl.cdu 
Kennedy Uncensored: The 

Rights of Man 

Dr\!w. Linsay Mor~"." Carlos Ram > Brigit Advertising Email : archad,(qlbryant.edu ments, the Declaration of 
Clancy, Alan Waters Independence and the Constitution. Anything else Adv. !Du.sint'~, Man;.lg.,;r: Shawn Benham The Archwa!' is printed by Masswet: shou1d be considered either a privilege or a benefit Ad Represenla tivcs: Steven C_ McKenna 
Advisor: Meagan Sua;e conferred upon the masses by their votes and pre­
Tcchm..:.a IAd\ I or: Larry 1S$O scribed statutes extending there from. In any dis­
cussion of deciding what constitutes a right versus Guidelines (iJr COlllmellt ... 
a privilege, let us look at some of the rights thatWe welCome yoW" comments and submissions on edttoria ls. articles. or top· 
ICS of importance \0 you. Only letters induding aulhor's name, and phone are supposedly being infringed upon. For this, the 
number will be considered for publication (phone nwnbers will not be printed, best three to look at are privacy, abortion, and gaythey are for verification purposes only). 
Letters to the Editor of 300 words or fewer will have tho best chance of marriage. 
being published. Also. except in extraordinary circumstances, we will not print 
'people ~o not have a right to privacy; t~ey have
submissions exceeding 500 words. All subm.issions are printed al the discretion 
of the ne"' paper staff. Til e Arch"'cJ)" statT reserves the I1ghtto edit for length, a nght agamst unreasonable search and seIzure. 
accuracy. clanty, and libelous mat~ria1. 
Letter .• and suomissioru; must be submitted electronically. Blyant Univer· 
sity community members can email submissions to: archwav@bryunl.edu. Let· 
ters and articles can also be given to Tir e Arch",ay on disk. They , an Ix· left in 
comes an unhealthy outlet. With all 
the images we receive daily from 
marketing ploys implying that "sex 
sells," one can see where society 
may be telling us, "everyone's doing 
it and you should too." There are 
many, many college students and 
young adults who are not sexually 
active, yet feel the pressure to be. 
There is no need to rush into any 
decision based on what the social 
norm APPEARS to be. 
While many might believe oral 
sex is the "safer" sex, it too, brings 
its share of unwelcomed conse­
quences. Anyone who has a history 
of cold sores or canker sores can be 
herpetic (carry the herpes virus). 
Herpes can still be spread even if 
one partner does not have a visible 
outbreak. In addition, those of you 
who choose to shave your genital 
area in order to be "cleaner," are re­
moving a basic layer of protection. 
This further increases. your chances 
of contracting an STI and causing ir­
ritation to the hair follicles. 
Each person has their own per­
sonal view on sex and its place in 
life, but I felt that a voice needed to 
be given to those who do not fit 
neatly into the category of society's 
version of normal sexual behavior. 
For many, sex has a higher and 
more meaningful place in their lives 
and is not just a form of recreational 
entertainment. Some may say I am 
not being realistic. Be that as it may, 
you have your view and I have 
mine. You don't need to be in a rush 
to give something special away. 
Work on being the most well 
rounded individual you can be - de­
velop yourself as a whole. Having a 
greater insight into who you are as a 
person, being confident in what you 
have to bring to a relationship, and 
working together with someone to 
grow physically, emotionally, spiri­
tually, socially, and intellectually to 
form a connection that will be well 
worth it -- now THAT'S sexy! Be 
safe and be well. 
This means that you cannot beat your children in 
your own home, and if the police have reasonable 
cause to suspect you of beating your children, they 
can barge in there with a warrant and arrest you. 
Your home is not your castle; as soon as the police 
can reasonably hold you accountable for a crime 
based on evidence presented to a judge who issues 
.a warrant, your fourth amendment rights are for­
feited, regardless of whether you are guilty or not. 
That is where your rights to equal protection 
under law, due process, a speedy trial, and trial by 
jury come in. 
Abortion is little more than the usurpation of a 
human being's life by a supposed right for a 
woman to choose abortion. To illustrate the ridicu­
I usness of this "right" does not take much. There 
was a news item not even two weeks ago about a 
woman (Tammy Skinner) who took a gun to her 
belly to kill the baby that was about to b delivered 
that day. The court dismissed murder charges and 
got her for practicing medicine "vithout a license. 
There you go folks; it isn't infanticide until the 
head is out. Sure it was with a gun, and sure an in­
fant just got its brains blasted Cont'd on page 13 
Tlte Archway drop box on th" third floor of the Btyant Center or disk~ can be 
mailed through campus mail to box.7. The Opinion pages ofThe An-.hway feature the opinions of 
The deadhne for all submissions is by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior to publi· 
cation (for a complete production schedule, contact The Archway office). Late 
submissions will be accepted at the discretion of Tire Archway staff and more the identified colr.l1nnists and lvn'ters, H,hich are not necessarilv 
~than likely will be held until the next issue. 
Members of the Bryant community are welcome to take one copy of each 
edition of 111(' ArchlVClI' for free. l[you are interested in purchas'ing multiple those of The Ardllvav or Brrant Universitv. copies for a price of 50 cents each, please contact The Archway office. Please ~./ ~ 
note that newspaper thdt is a crime. Those who \'iolate the single copy rule 
may be subject to disciplinary action. 
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Top 10 Halloween Costumes 

Hey Readers! After hear­
ing such good responses on 
my last list, I deciaed to 
come up with another one. 
To go along with this past 
weekend's events, I have 
made a top ten list of the 
Halloween costumes I saw 
at Bryant this past week­
end. Hope you enjoy them! 
By Brian Ford 10. Knights of the Round 
Staff Columnist Table 
Did you see these guys?
Four of them all dressed up in suits of armor 
on Saturday night. Word is that they were out 
looking for King Arthur. I hope they didn't 
find him because otherwise King Arthur is no 
more. 
9. Catholic School Girl 
As a kid who went to a private Catholic 
High School, I always appreciate this, and see­
mg as most of the costumes on this list are 
male, we had to have a female costume on 
here. So kudos to all the ladies who showed 
their. .. err... religious side. 
8. Bryant ID Card 
Apparently this is done 
every year, but I consider it a 
fan favorite. I saw only one of 
them, and I wish I had gotten 
the kid's name. It was perfect 
down to the detail, ana also 
props to him for holding that 
thing up all ~ight, his arms 
musl be hurting. 
7. Ley;ends of the Hidden Tem­
ple Contestants 
Now this brought me back. I 
saw at least four different 
teams, including my favorite, 
the blue barracudas. Such a 
good idea, and the shirts 
rooked like the real thing! Now 
all we need is someone fo dress 
up as Olmec and the shrine of 
the silver monk~. Actually
check that, just Olmec because 
the shrine is impossible to put 
together. 
6 Gh 
. I p~~\his in on the fact that C~ris Conant, Pat N!eehan, <;:h~is Waltein, Dan Burns, and 
this costume is rumored to have Krls Hart topped Brian Ford s list of top Halloween Cos­
cost four dollars. FOUR! Some tumes for 2006. 
This is for pure toughness alone. A hat and 
a diaper. Thafs all thisKid wore. What was it 
like 35 degrees on Friday? Mental and physi­
cal toughness at its best. And he stayed in 
character too. 
3. Burger King Man 
Anybody who knows me knows that I am 
obsessed with these commercials. Seeing the 
Burger King man make an interception nas to 
be one the funniest images ever. So when I 
saw this g}!y walking through the townhouses, 
I flipped.lh.at gooty smile never gets old. I al­
most wanted to throw him a toucndown pass. 
2. Double Dare Contestants 
Could have been number one on any other 
campus. Not only did these kids look the part, 
but they were doing the physical challenges!
In my mind, a claSSIC memory of Halloween 
'06. Nice job guys. 
And the winner is ..... 
1. Mario Kart 
For anyone who didn't see this, you didn't 
have the full Bryant Halloween experience.
Not only were they dressed up as characters 
from Mario Brothers, not only did they have 
photo courtesy of Danielle DiFiore 
people I heard spent over fifty dollars, and this 
kid could have gotten four double bacon 
cheeseburgers with that money. While some 
people went to the costume aisle of Iparty, this 
kid mstead went to the party favor aIsle, and 
got t"Y'o table covers. Pure genius, compelling 
and nch. 
5. Commercial Version of Peyton Manning
Honestlv, I didn't see this one coming at all. 
I expected Hw occasional Peyton and Tom 
Braa" scattered in there, but the wig and the 
mus -ache made itpriceless. Now ifhe could 
only win a Super Bowl people could start 
dressing IfP as a winner (Sorry, New England 
roots got m the way there.) 
4. Baby 
the wheels to go along with, and not only did 
they race them, but they had the balloons! As 
if it wasn't already perfect, the balloons put it 
over the top. People were cheering, bettmg on 
who would win, andI'm pretty sure I saw 
NASCAR scouts writing down notes. And best 
part was, even when the authorities said no, 
the Mario family did it one more time for the 
fans. Congrats guys, this was easily the best 
costume of the weekend. 
1hope everyone had a safe and happy Hal­
loween. Like before, if you feel like you have a 
better coshlme you felt deserved some recog­
nition, w rite to the Archway and make your 
case. I'd be more than happy to hear from you. 
Get ready for Thanksgivmg and good lUCK in 
the homestretch before finals. Go Bulldogs! 
Letter to the editor: 

Dear Editor, 
As a minority at Bryant 
University I've never felt so 
excluded and hurt as when I 
read articles published in The 
Archway. I'm offended and 
angered by Brian Kennedy 
and Ryan P. Daley. They are 
allowed to shoot their mouths 
off with shameless venting re­
gardless of whom it offends 
or hurts. They tore apart the 
ICC and their bonding activi­
ties and they spout insults to­
wards the Bryant PRIDE 
group. I respect freedom of 
speech and opinions, but at 
what cost? How can I feel part 
of a school that supports such 
closed-minded people? The 
disclaimer at the bottom of 
the Opinion section stating 
opinions are" ... not necessar­
ily those of the newspaper or 
Bryant University" is cow­
ardly. It is the opinion of The 
Archway and Bryant Univer­
sity because you are provid­
ing these writers a forum to 
speak with unlimited space 
and freedom. I think the 
Archway should take action 
and limit the amount of space 
vou give those clowns. 
Bryant's "Character of Suc­
cess" motto is now successful 
through their articles which 
alienate and criticize minori­
ties and organizations, the 
Dean must be so proud. 
Groups like the ICC help mi­
norities who feel different and 
excluded, with a comfortable, 
supportive group, yet that's 
alienating people? Individu­
als like Brian Kennedy alien­
ate me because of the color of 
my skin and make me fearful 
of people I may sit next to in 
class and their prejudiced 
views against me. It's people 
like these writers who made 
me feel ashamed about the 
color of my skin and it's the 
powerful individuals in ICC 
and MSU who show I am not 
alone. 
It must be easy to criticize 
the things you do not under­
stand, and you fear the un­
k11O\'\'n. Brian Keimedy, if 
vou're not 100% ative Amer­
ican you should get on the 
other side of that fence you're 
so eager to put up. Go see 
third world countries fi rst, 
maybe then you won't open 
your mouth with such care­
less disregard for people. 
When you live a oay as a mi­
nority, then your hostile opin­
ions about minorities and 
diversjty will actually matter, 
until then apply sun block... 
vigorously. . 
Discuss more important is­
sues, like Darfur, human sex 
trafficking, and the closing of 
Junction! Those topics are of 
little importance in the eyes of 
these tasteless writers. The 
Archway supports them, 
therefore The Archway agrees 
with their views. 
Professors, parents, 
alumni, and a friend of mine, 
the political editor of The 
Providence Journal, are of­
fended. It's disgusting that 
week after week, minorities 
have to continually defend 
themselves in letters to the ed­
itors; students such as Sym­
phonee Willoughby and 
Tarang D. Patel, both of 
whom are outstanding stu­
dents, contributors, and lead­
ers of the Bryant community 
and above all, dear friends. 
The Archway only cares that 
copies are moving. That's all 
that matters. The real writers 
truly exemplify Bryant's 
"Character of Success" not 
Brian Kennedy and Ryan P. 
Daley. Now can you hear this 
Latina's voice, or am IJ'ust 
drowning in my frien 's rain­
bow colored flag? 
Regards, 
Christina M. Acosta 
Letterfrom the editor: 

Dear Readl?rs, 
I have I een amazed at the 
amulint of feedback T e 
Archwav has received ill re­
cent we -k m response to the 
piece' we choose to nm.. and r 
hope to "ontinue hearmg re­
sponses to most of the issues 
we raise this year 
However, it is important for 
It!aders to un erstand the 
thought<; expressed Within (he 
p inion pages do n ot reflect 
the beliefs of The Archway or 
its Editorial Board, but are the 
opinions of solely the signed 
writer, even if he or she is a 
member of the editorial staff 
of the newspaper. 
A newspaper, especially The 
Archway, has an obli­
gation to act as a 
forum in its Opinion 
pages to allow writ­
ers, contributors, and 
most importantly 
readers to express 
any thoughts and 
concerns. 
Sometimes the 
opinions expressed 
may be upsetting, 
however if all anger­
ing, disheartening or 
shocking ideas were 
censored by The 
Archway, how ' uid any 
con troversial issue reach the 
public' How would you 
know what some shidents are 
thinking, let aJone e·p uenc­
ing? And wouldn't you lose 
respect for The ArC"hway if we 
prevented you the shIdents, 
from having a vOIce? 
I con tinue to welcome, and 
encourage all vour f edba 
th rough letters to the editor, 
emails, and commen ts made 
to all s taff members as well as 
myself, 
Thank you, 
Lauren Cimino 
Editor-in-Chief 
• • 
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Continued from page 11 
out, but why should we care? It is medical mal­
practice and nothing more; now let us drink 
tea, hop on our unicorn, pretend this didn't 
happen, and ride off into the sunset singing the 
theme song to "Happy Days." Last March I 
asked Planned Parenthood about the circum­
stances of Connor Petersen (Laci Petersen's un­
born child that was killed when Scott Petersen 
murdered her. He was charged with two 
counts of murder). They blew me off and said, 
"they didn't like the outcome." This is evil star­
ing you in the face, masked as a "sacred right" 
that isn't even in the constitution, and is de­
pendent on activist judges to keep it available. 
In fact, one could use the 9th amendment to 
strike this garbage down, because this "right" 
denies or disparages another human being's 
right to life, the right which is the foundation 
ofall other rights. For if you have no life you 
can have neither liberty, nor property, nor any 
other rights. Any "rights" which violate more 
fundamental, actual rights are not rights at all. 
Let us move on to a-less intrinsically evil, 
but equally important and controversial topic: 
marriage. Marriage is between a man and a 
woman, period. This is THE best circumstance 
to raise a child in since the dawn of time. Every 
study available proves it, and common sense 
dictates it. Other studies out there prove that 
children are not permanently damaged by al­
ternative relationships or single parent situa­
tions, but then, human beings are incredibly 
resourceful and resilient. Just because some 
children can survive growing up in a drug-rid­
den ghetto with a single mother doesn't mean 
we snould be teaching children that is the way 
life should be for them. If a gay or lesbian cou­
ple wants to adopt a child woo otherwise does­
n't have a home,1 am all for that. In fact, if 
were I in charge, I would create legislation that 
would facilitate visitation rights and every 
other important benefit that comes with civil 
marriage for them. This is because I firmly be­
lieve marriage is solely about protecting chil­
dren, not congratulating consenting adults for 
finding love (which is all that say marriage 
woulobe). Marriage is the socIal construct de­
signed to facilitate the proper growth and up­
bringing of children; it is a sacred duty, not a 
benefit to be handed down by people in white 
buildings located on the eastern seaboard. 
The word "rights" is used far too often in 
America these oays, to the point where it has 
almost become meaningless. The "Miranda 
Rights" read off by police officers are not 
rignts, they are rules by which the police force 
operates. If you say something dumb when 
they detain you, it can be used in court against 
you. It is mostlv a safeguard for those who are 
unaware that they have a right against self-in­
crimination. No matter what you may think, 
you do not have a right to drive; that is a privi­
lege. Rights are reserved solely for those things 
which protect human beings from govern­
ments, not for those things which enable want 
or enjoyment in life. 
Multipartisan Hackery: Kerry's Blunder 

Recently, Massachusetts Demo­
cratic SenatorJohn Kerry said 
"You know, e ucation, if you
make the most of it, you study
hard, you do your homework and 
you make an effort to be smart, 
you can do well. If you don't, you 
get stuck in Iraq." 
Drawin~ much criticism from 
President Bush and fellow Repub­
licans, Wednesday Kerry formally 
apologized: "As a combat veteran, 
I wanf to make it clear to anyone
in uniform and to their loves ones: 
my poorly stated joke at a rally 
was not about, and never intended 
to refer to any troop. I sinc~r~ly re­
gret that my words were mlsmter­
prete<:J. to wrongly imply a~ything 
negative about lnose 111 umform, 
ana ~ personally apo~ogize to any
serVIce member, famIly member or 
American who was offended." 
Conservative: 
Brian Kennedy
Is there nothing Karl Rove can't 
do? It was an absOlutely brilliant 
move for the "Vast Right Wing
Conspiracy" to give Kerry a micro­
phone a week before the election, 
so that he may once again show 
the world what an immense 
moron he is by either eloquently 
sta~ing nothiI:tg. or. foolishly pro­
clalmm..s the Idl0hc. 
Yes Johnny Boy, our military is 
uneducated, If we just studied 
hard and made straight D's like 
you, we could have failed to be­
come President, just as you have. 
Not that Bush's grades were stellar 
either, anyone getting a B average
beats both of tnese dumb shlubs, 
the only difference is, one dumb 
shlub was elected President twice.. 
Now, maybe I'm too hard on 
the other guy's medal tosser-in­
chief (it was in protest, ya know), 
maybe I'm just being mean to the 
guy who voted for the war but 
against funding it, and then com­
plained about the lack of body 
armor that would have been pro­
vided by the bill for funding, and 
then said he would have rescinded 
his vote. Perhaps lowe John "Re­
. porting fDr doody" Kerry a break. 

Or I would, but this is hardly the 

first time Kerry has soiled tne mili­
tarts good name. Last year he 
saia iliat American troops were 
terrorizing Iraqi women and chil­
dren (it snouldbe Iraqi's doing
that, apparently), and when he got
back from 'Nam with his 3 purple
hearts after 18 months, he took the 
time out to call his fellow soldiers 
rapists and murders. Kerry is the 
reason "Swiftboating" became a 
popular term in the Democratic 
party. Now any time an outright
liar gets attacked by the_people
he's lying to, its "being S"wiff­
boated" . 
As to our military being stupid?
Maybe in Kerry's draft days they
let anybody in the military" but 
these days John Kerry "D' Mass. 
couldn't pass the entrance exam. 
Our milifary has to deal with ad­
vanced technology and have a de­
cen~ gro\!nding in log~stics,
engineermg, aeronautics, and oc­
caSIOnally nuclear technology. Our 
military IS one of the smartest and 
bravest in the world, and all of 
them run Academic circles around 
John-O. I'd 
you don't study, if you aren't 
smart, if you're intellectually lazy? 
You end up getting us stuck in a 
war in Iraq. Just aSk President 
Bush." He somehow managed to 
botch horrendously what would 
be a clever direct shot at Bush's 
stupidity.
Even if his words carne out 
right, I'm still not sure I'd be too 
haEPY with what he said. People
maKe mistakes and clearly the 
Bush administration is no excep­
tion. Bush, as dumb as he 
~ay ap'pear on TV some­
entrants in the
wager half the 
times, IS a pretty smart 
ROTC pro­ guy - he's managed to 
gram are twice pull off more injustices, 
as smart as break more laws, and get 
Kerry, and the away with mcire lies to 
others thrice the American public than 
so. However, I any other preSIdent in US 
also have some history; I'd say that's ~uite 
criticism for an accomplisnment. Any 
Bush. For insults to"his intelligence 
chris sakes are simply ad-hommem 
Bush, could cheap shots from Kerry. 
you use a bet­ Iri all honesty though, I 
ter word than hate to say it but the facts 
"plenty" when are that tne army recruits 
calling our more heavily in areas 
troops "plenty photo cnn.com with a lower level of edu­
smart and Sen. Kerry apologized cation. It'~ all ~conomics-
IJlenty brave." after harsh criticism from the army IS gomg to re­
Drop the comments he made about ceive a n~gher rale of re-
Southern rube American troops in Iraq. tum <?~ hme sp~nt
routine when 
you're talking
about our military; I would have 
p,referred the word "extremely" or 
'incredibly" in both cases. 
The saddest part for me is that 
no matter how stupid Kerry
sounds or no matter what ridicu­
lous statement he makes, the 
sheepIe of Massachusetts will be 
voting for this guy until he be­
comes too old and decrepit to sit 
in the US Senate. The same thing
with Uncle Ted Kennedy! who ba­
sically could have Eosted a single 
sign outside of the State House 
saying "Vote Ted Kennedy" and 
beat the p'oor Republican going
against Him this election in a land­
slide. 
Liberal: 
Ryan P. Daley
John Kerry did it once and he's 
about to do it again: Screw the De­
mocrats in November. I don't 
know what he was possibly think­
ing by publicly. defaming Ameri­
can troops buf It sure was a 
political a-bomb if I've ever seen 
one. And just after the Dems 
thought they were on top, with 
Republicans sprinting a~ay from 
any chance to be seen WIth George 
Bush in the past few months ... 
What he said is inexcusable, but 
taken out of context. What he 
meant to say( or so he says, is "Do 
you know where you enG up if 
recruIting, and It can cer­
tainly benefit certain com­
munities where this is little or no 
other option after high school. 
That's not to say thafevery one of 
the troops doesn't deserve respect
from everyone, especially those 
who vote oirectly 10 send them 
overseas. I've got plenty of friends 
in the Marines, Navy, Air Force, 
and National Guard, who I respect
tremendously and can't ever ex­
press the gratitude I have for the 
selfless ael they're performing,
I guess the lesson here is: Think 
before you speak. Bush hasn't 
helped many rep'ublican cam­
pai~s this year bX openin~ his 
mouth and Kerry s certainry not 
doing any better. 
The writers ofMlll~ HackeJ:u are by
no means ovhur+c on the tnmr offwhiCh fl.".;
write but~~1 voail'fiiiout with tr,;;j
politU:az bel~rr!d¥crewritinq from their 
perspective. 71re ideas f7!ese11't'eii in Multi­
vmtisan H~ do not necessarily repre­
'sent those ofTI,e Archrpm/, its editiJrs,
writers, or Bryant University. Please realize 
that peqr.le whofall along the politipal spec­
trnm at tlze same place as theSe wnters 'often 
have adiffermt opinion on the subject at 
hand. Readers are strongly mcouraged to 
write letters to the editor ih 1fSP011Se to tJre 
qpinions expressed in this column IfY0.! 
feel unrepresented send us an e-11UlI1 ivith 
ljOJlrflwughts. lI*will alwaw. have room in 
Multipart/san Hackeryfor a1iberlerialt, and 
even an aJwchist. . 
The Daley Soap Box: All I Ant Saying Is Give RAs a Chance ... 

So before you 
corne into your 
first year of col­
lege you're told 
by shrewd elders 
about how it's a 
great time with 
fabulous parties, 
but you're 
warned about the 
'---........;~-----' overwhelming 
By Ryan P. Daley amount of home-
Opinion Editor work and study­
ing, and of how 
he RAs are nothing but friendless 
clowns with nothing to do but get you 
·n trouble. With this presumption, you 
orne to school, eager to meet new 
eople but impetuously run away 
rom any chance to get to know your 
! Don't listen to friends from horne, 
e're not that bad. 
"RAs enjoy writing people up." 
his is not true! We are students just 
ike yourself and understand how 
ometimes you need to relieve the 
tress through whatever method you 
ee fit. If this tends to be through an 
ctivity that is harmful to yourself or 
thers, we're going to act on it. We're 
ere first and foremost for your safety 
nd well being, and it is irresponsible 
f us not to interject when we see 
omething potentially harmful to 
ourself and/or others. 
"RAs don't have a life." Some of us 

s lead the most fun and best lives 

e could possibly imagine! It's cliche, 

but true: RAs are all student leaders. 
Most RAs are highly involved in other 
campus organizations and clubs ­
clubs that we care about a lot. We 
aren't just RAs for the free room and 
board; we're RAs because it's fulfilling 
to provide a service to others and be 
the helping hand whenever necessary. 
When a person's nature is to be of 
service to others, he or she is going to 
involve him or herself in more, ana 
love what they do because they find it 
satisfying. 
We're also on a "power trip" all the 
time, right? WRONG! One of the first 
rules of being an RA is to be respectful 
and treat others on the same level. 
Simply because we carry the prover­
bial "power stick" doesn't mean we're 
going to use it. Like I said before, if 
you're doing something that is poten­
tially harmful then we're going to act. 
We're not goin9. to stick our nose in 
places it doesn t belong simply be­
cause we have the "power" to do so. 
That's immature and irresponsible. 
"RAs only hang out with other 
RAs." Due to the nature of being an 
RA, we're constantly around each 
other; we spend a lot of time training, 
learning from each other's experi­
ences, and nearly every night most of 
us have a "duty partner." Although 
we may seem like we're together all 
the time, most of our best friends are 
people far removed from the Depart­
ment of Residence Life. There has to 
be a balance, and although RAs are 
easier to relate to sometimes, none of 
us solely spend our time with other 
RAs. We'd simply go crazy! 
"If you become an RA, you're never 
going to have time for other leader­
ship opportunities, commitments, or 
obligations." Although the RA posi­
tion is highly demanding, it helps you 
mature and realize the importance of 
time mana~ement and prioritization. 
It's not difficult to become highly in­
volved in other organizations - proba­
bly one-quarter of the RA staff is on 
the e-board of at least one shldent or­
ganization. You learn leadership skills 
from being an.RA, whic~ ~an help you 
be more effective and effiaent as a 
leader in other places. 
"RAs look on Facebook to 'sniff 
out' parties." No RA or RD has or will 
ever check Facebook to see who they 
can "bust." Occasionally, RAs or RDs 
are sent party notifications and mes­
sages inviting them to parties, which 
if deemed "unsafe" will be dealt with 
on a situational basis. The RA job is 
not to So looking for trouble but to 
deal WIth it as it comes. Res. Life re­
spects your privacy and acknowl­
edges your right to a personal life, but 
when you maKe that personal life 
available to everyone online through 
social networking sites like Facebook 
and MySpace then you're only putting 
yourself m a bad position. If you want 
to mitigate the riSK of getting in trou­
ble, simply keep un-kosher stuff off of 
the internet. 
"RAs can never get in trouble." Of 
course we can! We're held to the same 
standards, if not higher, than the rest 
of the student body. We're expected to 
be positive role models and student 
leaaers, and if we're caught in a situa­
tion that we shouldn't be in, then 
we're going to be dealt with by the RD 
just like yourself. RAs have been, can, 
and will continue to be fired for 
breaking the rules of the university~ 
and never have had a "get out of jail 
free" card. There are plenty of people 
eager to see an RA spot open up so 
that they may apply, and both RAs 
and RDs know illis, \vhich is why we 
have to remain smart in the decisions 
we make. 
With that said, don't listen to 
everything your older brother, sister, 
cousin, neighbor, or even your parents 
have told you about RAs. Get to know 
us before you judge us - you'll find 
some good role models, good leaders, 
good friends, and great people 
amongst the 57 RAs at ffryant Univer­
sity. 
Ryan Daley is currently in his third se­
mester as an RA. 
~~~==~=== · ~___________.________~____ ~c _ .~=======:~~==~~~~~~~~--~..~----------------__ 
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Bulldog Reviews: SAW III 
By Michael Pickowicz 
Staff Columnist 
I almost wanted to resist reviewing a movie like 
"Saw III" because of its strong fan base. Hopefully, 
I'll be able to catch you fans who have yet to see the 
movie and tell you if )yu should hold on to y~)Ur 
precious cash or run ngh. t now to your local cm~ma. 
Be warned, people who have yet to. see t~e prevI.ous 
two "Saw" films, this review contams slight spOIlers 
that could ruin the other two movies. My advice: 
Go watch those rna ies on DVD now ! 
"Saw III" is a horror film that continues the story 
ofthe m ast twisted man y u'Uprobably ever meet 
Jigsaw (Tobin Bell). The movie tak s plac il'l1 med l­
atelv afte r "Sa II", where Jigsaw is on his death 
bed ' with only his faith ful an.d qu ally crazy ~ide­
kick. Amand (ShaWl e Snuth), to omfort lum . To 
he lp him stay alIve, Jigsaw creates a new "~ame" 
where he captures cl (foctor wi th a troubled mar­
riag , Lynn (Bah ar Soomekh) and tells her that if 
she w ants to stay alive, she mu t make sure he 
doesn't d ie. The'catch is, there is another victim, Jeff 
(Angus Macfadyen), in a "~ame" as we~l, and ~ynn 
is not allowed to leave until Jeff makes It out allve. 
I'll start off first by saying that the sick and de­
mented devices made by Jigsaw, which have been a 
staple in the series, are better than ever here. I 
thought I've seen every way a person could be 
killed in the last two movies until I viewed this film. 
I absolutely won't spoil any of t~ese creat~ve inven­
tions because half tFte fun IS seemg them first hand. 
One thing that sets this mo~i~ apart from th~ <;>thers 
is that the focus of the mOVIe IS not on the VICtims 
so much, but on Jigsaw and his relationship with 
Amanda. On one level, it's .disappo~1tin~ becau~e 
the characters in the game Just aren t as mteresting 
as in the other movies. Still, it's great to finally get a 
look at the main 
The Saw horror movie series is continued 
with Saw III. 
light. One aspect of th~ movie that re~ll¥ bugged 
Listen online @ w ~v ..~vjmf887.com 
Catch us @ EF'FIN's 
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..--.=OW-....l-S-m-O-V--.-le-e-a-m-e--.r3'" character (Jig­
saw) who, for 
out of 5 Bulldogs the past twoI----------,.;;.---j movies, has had 
a more behind 
the curtain role. 
You truly get to 
know him much 
better and even, 
L-______________----' at times, look at 
him in a new 
me is that the games JIgsaw put the victif!lS tnrough 
were extremely linear. For Jeff to escape, It almost 
feels like he has to move down a hallway. The reve­
lations that the characters have in the past movies 
have always succeeded in keeping viewers per­
plexed at how all the pieces w ill fall tog~the.r. This 
movie seems to have a lack of that, making It more 
predictable lmtil the very end. 
As a "Saw" fan, I have to say that "Saw III" was­
n't the best in the series. As a matter of fact, it was 
probabl. y the worst. That doesn't mean tha~ it was 
bad though. IL differe~~, but at the same time, 
compliments the other tIlms well. I feel that any fan 
of the other two "Saw" movies will appreciate it. 
While the blood and 
ingenious contraptions 
are in full effect here, 
the movie seems to lose 
some of its puzzling el­
ements that kept the 
whole game experience 
unpredictable. . 
I think that if you're 
hardcore into "Saw" 
movies, then going to 
see this one is a no­
brainer. For everyone 
else, it's up in the air. If 
you got eight bucks to 
bum and a strong 
stomach, then "Saw 
Ill" should be enough 
to fulfill your sick, 
twisted needs to see 
humans dy ing in the 
most msane ways pos­
sible. j give the movi 3 
Bui ldogs out f 5. 
Courtesy of yahoo. com 
Angus MacFadyen in a scene from the new movie Saw 1\1 
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Nathanson, a lucky boy Rotten Apple good to core 

By Evan Collyer 	 detail ~ow classy ~s dressing room 
was WIth all of the mappropriateStaff Writer drawings on the walls. 
While sitting on the 3rd floor of the As the show went on the crowd 
Bryant Center one Wednesday night, continued to sing, and Matt continued 
when The Archway crew was 
making all of their final cor­
rections and adjustments to 
the newest edition of 
Bryant's finest student news­
parer, I was approached to 
WrIte a series of concert re­
views for all of the shows 
that I have a tendency to at­
tend. This was all brought 
on when I along with my 
good friend Bret Clancy de­
cided to create our own Fall 
Tour that included such 
shows as Rascal Flatts, Jack's 
Mannequin, Matt 
Nathanson, Edwin McCain, 
and Dashboard Confes­
sional, with more to be 
added as the leaves changed. 
The most recent of these 
shows was Matt Nathanson 
featuring Carbon Leaf at 
Lupo's at the Strand, this 
past Wednesday October 
25th• This was my third time 
seeing the marvelous Matt 
Nathanson live in concert. 
Many of you may not be fa­
miliar with his work, though 
I know you all have heard 
his version of "Laid," by 
James on the American Wed­
ding Soundtrack. Courtesy of about. comThe show started off with 
the Virginia based-band Car- to play. He played such crowd fa­
bon Leaf, who was out to support their vorites as "[aid", "Answering Ma­
newest full length album LOVE LOSS chine", "Lucky Boy," and "Princess" 
HOPE, REPEAT. After Carbon Leaf's ' which went straight into Rick Sprin'g­
~et, the crowd awaited in anticipation field's "Jesse's Girl." Matt's infatuation 
tor Matt, who came out singing "I'm with ballads from the 80's led him to 
coming down, Hitting ground, Break­ play other 80's ballad such as "Sweet 
ing open," and that's exactly what he Child 0' Mine." It was not until the en­
did for his ~rst vis~t ever to Lupo's. core that he played acoustic, some­
The crowd ImmedIately started to sing thing that is a great treat for any fan of 
along with Matt as he opened the the acoustic guitar. He started off with 
show with two songs off of his latest a song from his upcoming album, the 
full length album, "Beneath These song titled "Come On Get Higher"
Fireworks." As the show went on, which certainly got the cro\\. 'd gohtg. 
Matt, like always, had a great stage He ended the show by asking the 
pres~nce and engaged the audience by crowd what song they wanted to hear. 
readmg to them from one of his fa­ Fans were shouting out every possible
vorite books. He had a great way of song, and he finally turned to them 
making the crowd laugfi, as he read and said that they were all wrong, that 
excerpts from an erotic book he found no one managed to guess the next 
while on tour and describing in great 	 song that he was 
planning on playing, 
and he started strum­
ming "Suspended." 
Overall Matt 
Nathanson and his 
band put on a very 
successful show and 
one of the largest 
Matt has ever done in 
the Rhode Island 
area. For any fans out 
there who happened 
to miss the show, you 
can simply search 
You Tube. com by put­
ting the following 
"Matt Nathanson 
Lupos 10/25," even if 
you're not a fan I sug­
gest that you check it 
out. It is always quite 
an experience when 
you go see an artist 
who is not sponsored 
by a major record 
label and the people 
you are surrounaed 
by are true fans, and 
not just there because 
of MTV. 
Matt Nathanson is seen here during one of 
his concerts. 
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By Greg Hirshom 
Variety Editor 
Lloyd Banks has a new CD out en­
titled Rotten Apple, and it's a good 
one. I first heard Banks when he 
joined Eminem, my favorite rap artist 
of all time, and ever since then I have 
been interested in him and his music. 
When I saw him at an Eminem con­
cert in August of 2004 as a special 
guest I felt his performance was one 
of the better ones of the night. From 
there I have been listening to his al­
bums both new and old. 
The album Rotten Apple is the first 
of his albums since the release of The 
Hunger for More, which came out back 
in 2004. The hit song off his new CD COllrtesy ofyahoo. com 
is Hands Up, which features 50 Cent. Lloyd Banks on the cover of :rn~s song has 50 Cent singing the ma­ his new albumJOrIty of the chorus with Lloyd Banks 
rappi~g the verses of the song. If you have not heard of her it does notare gomg to hear any song off this 
mean she is not talented. She has aalbum on the radio it willbe this song 
very soothing and smooth voice.because 50 Cent is on the track. The I am going to like any song titledsong does not contain that many 
NY NY, resardless of what kind ofswears, so the radio edited version of 
content is ill the song for the sole rea­this song will still sound like the 
son that I love New York. Like thealbum version. Lastly, this song can 
song Change it features extended rapget stuck in your head with the 
schemes th~t are attractive. The songcatchy beat, and radio stations seem 
has a.favorIte gangster feel to it as itto love playing songs like that. 
goes mto the well known G Unit feelMake a Move is a great track be­
of Jamaica, Queens. Making an ap­cause the chorus is catchy and the 
pearance in this song is Tony Yayo beat makes you want to dance and 
who sings a short verse but it was aparty. It reminds me of old school 
kick to hear him come on, I did notrap, which I love. The way the in­
expect it. strumentals in the background are 
The final track on the CD is a songfairly simple and there is scratching 
called Gilmore's. When this songthroughout the album. The content 
began I felt like I was about to listenof the ~ong is not bad but is too typi­
to another popular G Unit song Stuntcal as It talks about him with girls 
101, as the beat was very similar. Inand other self centered rapping. 	I 
this sons you. hear multiple membersdon't like this song for the content 
of G Umt whIch can be a good or badbut the beat and £fow, which makes it 
thing depending on whether or notone of my favorites on the album. 
you like ~ .Unit in the first place. This The beat is also very g~od in the song 
song defir:utely !:tas the typIcal G UnitIceman, even though It IS not as old 
gangster teel to It. school as Make a Move was. 
I suggest that you download thisHelp is a slower and more romantic 
album off Ruckus and play some ofsong on the album that I know some 
the tracks at future parties. They willpeople like when listening to a CD. I 
get you up and wanting to move. am not one of the people who likes 
this slower type of song on rap al­
bums, but this song has a nice chorus 
sung by Keri Washington, who I have 
not heard of before. Just because I 
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